
RV I.1–50 
 
[I.1 = JPB] 
 
I.2: Vāyu, etc. (Praügaśastra) 
 The recipients of the various tṛcas making up these two rather simple hymns 
are clearly signalled. All three verses making up the first tṛca to Vāyu (vss. 1-3) open 
with a voc. vāyo; the second tṛca (to Indra and Vāyu, vss. 4-6) opens with the voc. 
índravāyū, while the next two begin with the famous “Vāyav Indraś ca” construction 
(on which see Jamison 1988). The pattern is varied in the Mitra and Varuṇa tṛca (7-
9), with the conjoined accusatives mitrám and váruṇaṃ ca opening the first and 
second pādas of vs. 7, and the dual dvandva mitrā́váruṇā(v) in second position in the 
next two verses, first as a vocative, then as a nominative.  
 There appears to be some attempt to create bridges between the tṛcas: verses 3 
and 4 both sketch a reversal of the usual ritual model; vss. 6 and 7 both concern our 
‘insight’ (dhī)́. 
 
I.2.2: Ge. suggests that jarante here can be ambiguous, belonging not only to ‘sing’, 
but also to ‘awaken’, with identical present stem. This is possible, but only with an 
intransitive sense of ‘awaken’: “the singers awalen / wake up to you,” since the 
‘awaken’ present is only intrans. (see Gotō 1987: 150). In any case surely the 
primary sense is ‘sing’, given the the etymological figure produced by its 
grammatical subj. jaritā́raḥ ‘singers’. 
 
I.2.3: The difficult words dhénā and prapṛñcatī́ complicate the interpretation of this 
verse. The former, investigated in detail by H.-P. Schmidt (Gd. Nyberg), is now 
generally interpreted as ‘(milk)stream’, rendering Geldner’s ‘lip’ and Renou’s 
‘tongue’ out of date. As for prapṛñcatī,́ the simplex pṛñcatī́ appears in another 
Praügaśastra hymn (I.23.16), modifying waters and referring to the mixing of milk 
(acc.) with honey (instr.). Given the similarity of context, a direct object referring to 
a liquid should be supplied. 
 What is also puzzling here is in what way the ‘stream’ is Vāyu’s: it should not 
originate with him, but rather be destined for him, but then why is the ‘pious man’ 
apparently receiving the benefit of it? As in the next verse, there seems to be a bit of 
role reversal here, with the gods depicted as providing the ritual benefits rather than 
receiving them. Presumably the point is that the pious man gets the benefit 
secondarily, by having pleased the god, but the dative dāśúṣe is striking, esp. as it is 
apparently parallel grammatically (though it cannot be functionally) to the dat. 
sómapītaye ending the verse. Although the verse presumably depicts the sacrificer’s 
offering of soma to Vāyu to drink, the lexicon and the case usage complicate the 
message. 
 
I.2.4: As noted in the comment on the last verse, the ritual model here is shaken up a 
bit: Indra and Vāyu are urged to come with práyobhiḥ, a word generally used of 



‘pleasurable offerings’ that are presented to the gods and to which they come (cf. 
VIII.60.4 abhí práyāṃsi .. gahi). Our translation “with delight,” agreeing with most 
other translators, avoids, and conceals, the problem. The gods should not be bringing 
práyāṃsi. The little disturbance of the ritual model is confined to these two verses in 
this hymn. 
 The pāda-final position of hí here is unusual, and I have no explanation for it, 
esp. as it does not take second position in its clause as is usual. 
 
I.2.7-9: As mentioned in the intro., this tṛca contains the trio dhī́ ‘insight’ (vs. 7), 
krátu- ‘intention’ (vs. 8), and dákṣa- ‘skill’ (vs. 9), the three elements necessary to 
conceive and carry out an action. Their interconnection is emphasized by the fact that 
all three are in the accusative and each is stationed initial in the last pāda of its verse. 
 The juxtaposition across vss. 8-9 of krátum (beginning 8c) and kavī ́
(beginning 9a) may also be meant to evoke the well-established compound kaví-
kratu- ‘having the will/resolve of a poet’, ‘having a poet’s purpose’, an occurrence of 
which is found in the preceding hymn by the same poet (I.1.5). 
 
I.2.7: Here and everywhere else it is found, the word riśā́das-, an epithet of various 
gods, is opaque. There are currently two competing and entirely different 
interpretations: that of Karl Hoffmann (Aufs. 564 n. 16) as ‘discriminating, fastidious’ 
(< ‘picking at food’) and Paul Thieme’s ‘caring for the stranger’ (Fremdling). See 
EWA s.v. The contexts are not diagnostic, and it is probably the case that the epithet 
was no longer understood even as it was being deployed (note that it is almost always 
pāda-final, possibly a sign of formulaic freezing).  
 Throughout our translation we have followed the Thieme interpretation, but 
not with any great conviction. One thing in favor of the Thieme interpretation is that 
the word is regularly applied to one or more of the Ādityas (as here), who might be 
expected to show care for humans in their charge. That it is also regularly used of the 
less ethically inclined Maruts might give us pause (though these contexts are 
generally benevolent ones) – except that ‘fastidious’ is even less a likely quality of 
the Maruts than ‘caring for the stranger’. 
 
I.3 (Praügaśastra continued) 
 As in I.2 the recipients of the various tṛcas are emphatically signalled. In vss. 
1-3 to the Aśvins, the voc. áśvinā opens the first two verses, while their alternative 
name nāsatyā opens the second pāda of the third. The voc. índra opens all three 
verses of the next tṛca (4-6). The Viśvedevāḥ tṛca contains three instances of that 
phrase: the voc. in 7b, nominatives opening vss. 8 and 9. The final tṛca to Sarasvatī 
likewise contains three occurrences of her name in the nominative, but all three end 
their pādas (10a, 11c, 12a). 
 
I.3.2: śávīra- rendered as ‘powerful’ in the publ. tr. But see disc. below ad I.30.17. 
 dhíṣṇya- and related forms are obscure and much discussed; indeed Ge. 
refuses to translate the word. We generally follow the view of Pinault (Univ. Texas 



Vedic Workshop) and take it to mean ‘related to / proper to the holy place’, thence 
simply ‘holy’. 
  
I.3.3: In the compound rudra-vartanī, number is of course neutralized in the first 
member. The Maruts are regularly called Rudras (without vṛddhi or derivational 
suffix) after their father. The ‘course of the Rudra/Maruts’ is simply a reference to 
the midspace (antarikṣa) much frequented by the Maruts, where the Aśvins are now 
driving. 
 
I.3.8: A small grammatical mismatch here: the phrase viśve devā́saḥ and the 
adjectives modifying it (aptúraḥ, tū́rṇayaḥ) are nominatives and should not be the 
subject of the imperative ā́ ganta. Ge. (and WG) ignore the problem by translating 
the nom. as voc. (“Ihr Allgötter”). Although the effect is minor, our translation 
reflects the grammatical disjunction by rendering pāda b as an interjection. 
 Another question is why 7b contains the same 2nd pl. imperative, except with a 
different grade of the root: ā́ gata vs. ā́ ganta. Both forms are reasonably well 
attested, with 7b a repeated pāda (=II.41.13a, VI.52.7a). Whatever the history of the 
distinction, the synchronic distribution seems to be metrical, with ā́ gata almost 
always final, providing an iambic cadence in dimeter verse, and ā́ ganta found earlier 
in the verse. 
 In b tū́rṇayaḥ was carelessly omitted from the tr., which should read “Come 
here swiftly…” 
 
I.3.9: I follow the analysis of the hapax éhimāyāsaḥ as a frozen 2nd sg. imperative 
phrase, “éhi mā́+yāḥ” (“come! don’t go”), transformed into an adjective in the nom. 
pl. masc. – an analysis that goes back at least to Sāyaṇa. Ge also follows this analysis, 
though it is somewhat difficult to excavate from his “willkommen und ungern 
fortgelassen.” I interpret it as representing the words of the singers’ invitation 
regularly heard by the VDs. The other currently competing explanations, as a frozen 
phrase “éhi māyā” [better voc. māye?] “come here, magic” (Old) or as a deformation 
of áhi-māya- ‘vielgestaltig’ (Gr) [=‘snake-sly’ (J+B)] (BR, followed by Gr), fit less 
well into the content of the hymn, which after all focuses on calling the various gods 
to the ritual; note the ā́ gata, ā́ ganta of vss. 7-8 addressed to the same VDs. Support 
for this analysis may also come from the next hymn (I.4), attributed to the same poet, 
in which successive vss. (3c, 4a) contain the imperatives ā́ gahi ‘come here’ and 
párehi ‘go away’, with at least the former addressed to the god Indra. 
  
I.3.11-12: Note the contrastive values of the simplex pres. cétantī ‘perceiving, taking 
note’ and the –áya-pres. (prá) cetayati ‘makes perceived, reveals’ in successive vss. 
 
I.4 Indra 
 



I.4.2: godā́(ḥ) of pāda c echoes godúhe of 1b. I consider pāda c a proverbial 
expression – when a rich man is pleased, he gives cows – though it’s obviously 
applied to Indra here. 
 
I.4.4: Striking is the abrupt change of subject of the 2nd sg. imperatives, from Indra 
(3c) to an unidentified human companion (4a). 
 My interpretation differs substantially from those of most others in pāda b. In 
my view, the accusative índram marks Indra as the one directly interrogated, rather 
than (with most interpretations) the one to be asked about. Most interpretors take 
vipaścítam as identifying the person to be interrogated (e.g., Ge. “einen Weisen”), 
thus assuming two different referents for the accusative singulars in that pāda: “ask 
the wise one about Indra.” I find that unlikely, in part because, though vipaścít- can 
be used of humans, it more often qualifies gods.  
 Taking Indra as the one interrogated has further effects on the interpretation. 
For others the relative clause in c has Indra as its subject (yáḥ) and the 2nd ps. te 
refers to the human interrogator: it is Indra who is dear(er) to you, the poet, than your 
comrades. I, on the other hand, take pāda c as a syntactic hybrid, with an underlying 
direct discourse question, directed to Indra, “who [expected káḥ] is your choice from 
among your comrades?” incompletely converted into a relative clause in indirect 
discourse “ask (Indra) about (the one) who [yáḥ] is your [=Indra’s] choice…” In my 
view the 2nd ps. ‘your’ of “your choice” in pāda c refers to Indra, not to the subject of 
the imperatives párehi and pṛchā of ab, while Indra is in the 3rd ps in pāda b. (I will 
not even contemplate the possibility that pṛchā in b is a 1st ps subjunctive: “Go away. 
I will ask / let me ask Indra…”) 
 Although this interpretation complicates the syntax, in my opinion it fits 
better into its tṛca and better reflects the relationship between Indra and humans. As 
often in Indra contexts, the poet worries that Indra will favor others over the poet 
himself, and this verse poses the question directly to Indra: who do you like best? 
Indra’s presumed and desired answer is “you!” This answer then allows the poet to 
dismiss those who criticize him for not spreading his devotion around to other gods 
(vs. 5) and defends this exclusive focus as a good bargain, as the rest of the world has 
to admit (vs. 6). 
 I should admit, however, that the standard view is somewhat compatible with 
my larger interpretation, in that “… ask about Indra, who is your [=poet’s] choice 
from among your comrades” could reinforce that message that our focus is only on 
Indra, not on other gods. But I do not see how questions about Indra fit with the next 
two verses. 
 
I.4.5-6: Most interpretations take these two verses as syntactically parallel (e.g., Ge. 
“Mögen … Und mögen …”), but the impv. bruvantu and the opt. vocéyuḥ are surely 
doing different things: the imperative is concessive: “let them say / even if they say..” 
while the optative expresses the conclusion that the rest of the world would have to 
draw. The parallel utá’s that open these verses might give us pause, but they may 
have something like the value “on the one hand … on the other.” 



 
I.4.7: (JL) The b and c pādas both end with an adjective modifying the implicit object 
soma, a compound of the root √mad ‘exhilarate’ (the second time in its byform 
mand) and a noun expressing the personal object of the verb, but in exactly opposite 
order: nṛ-mā́dana- and mandayát-sakha-, what might be called a “compound 
chiasmus.” A less complex etymological figure is found at the beginning of the 
verse: āśúm āśáve. 
 
I.4.8: My occasional tr. of ghaná- as ‘bane’ was inspired by my husband’s treatment 
of etymologically related nominal constructions in Greek and Germanic (Watkins 
1996: 418ff., 423). I think JL for reminding me of this. 
 
I.4.9: (JL) Etymological figure also in vāj́eṣu vājínam, immediately followed by 
vājáyāmasi, which, however, is synchonically distinct from the ‘prize’ words. 
 
I.4.10: There may be bit of ring composition here, with 10b supāráḥ echoing the first 
word of the hymn, 1a surūpa-. 
 
I.5 Indra 
 
I.5.1: Seems deliberately to echo last vs. of preceding hymn (I.4.10), with pāda b 
índram abhí prá gāyata “sing forth to Indra” matching I.4.10c tásmai índrāya gāyata 
“sing to him, to Indra” (the difference in case being governed by the presence of the 
preverb abhí in I.5.1). I.4.10 is then exactly repeated in I.5.4c. The sákhāyaḥ of I.5.1c 
also recalls I.4.10b sákhā — though the latter refers to Indra and the former to the 
priest-poets. But I.4.4c contains a pl. sákhibhyaḥ, which in our analysis has the same 
human referents as I.5.1, showing the reciprocal relation between men and gods that 
was one of the points of I.4. 
 
I.5.2: purūtámam purūṇā́m is pleonastic, meaning literally “the first of many, of the 
many ones.” 
 
I.5.3: My interpretation of these sentences as questions is not overtly marked in the 
text, but seems a reasonable use of the subjunctives.  
 
I.5.5: The double dative sutapā̎vne … vītáye with yanti is more literally “… go to the 
soma-drinker [lit. ‘pressed (soma) drinker’] to pursue (him).” 
 
I.5.10: A whiff of ring composition – 10c ī́śānaḥ ‘having control over’ echoes 2b 
ī́śānam, both modifying Indra. In 2b the god controls something undeniably positive, 
“choice things,” which he will presumably distribute to this favorites. In 10a he 
controls “the deadly weapon” that other mortals might wield against us. The identity 
of expression ties together the very different sentiments. 
 



I.6 Indra 
 As noted in the intro. the Anukramaṇī’s identification of the divinities as 
Indra (1-3, 10), Maruts (4, 6, 8-9), and Indra and Maruts (5, 7) does not conform to 
the content of the hymn, which is quite disjointed, but appears to concern, at least in 
part, the Vala myth. The Maruts do not seem to figure at all in the hymn; the plural 
entities with Indra are probably the Aṅgirases. For my view of the structure (which is 
informed by the discussions of Ge and Old), see my intro. 
 
I.6.1-2: These verses begin identically (yuñjánti ‘they yoke’), inviting the audience to 
equate the action of the two verses.  
 1b: The referent of the apparent acc. plural tasthúṣaḥ ‘(those) standing still’ is 
not given. Ge. (/WG) thinks it refers to stable things on the earth, but if the sun is 
referred to in the first pāda, it is more likely to “move around” celestial features than 
earthly ones, and the stars or other luminous heavenly bodies are referred to in the 
next pāda. Re’s interpretation (flg. Ludwig) of tathúṣaḥ as an abl. sg. (“from the one 
standing still” – “à partir de (l’espace) immobile”) is ingenious and would match the 
minor syntactic idiom ‘yoke from abl’ (e.g., I.115.4 yadéd áyukta harítaḥ sadhásthāt), 
so it cannot be dismissed. The ablatives in the final verses (9-10) might lend weak 
support for Re’s view. 
 2b: The hapax compound vípakṣasā is difficult and has been variously 
interpreted. The second member, pákṣas- (and related and more common pakṣá-), 
can mean either ‘wing’ or ‘side’; the first member, ví-, is most likely the preverb ví, 
but in compounds this element has a number of possible meanings: ‘without’, distant’, 
‘wide’,‘alternating/opposite/different’, ‘dispersed’. It could also possibly represent 
ví- ‘bird’, which has been claimed as the first member of some other compounds (see 
EWA s.v. váy-, KEWA III.266). The possible combinations of these two ambiguous 
elements allow for a number of interpretations. I more or less follow the Sāy/Gr 
interpretation, ‘auf beiden Seiten des Wagens gehend’, though I take it as an 
adverbial instrumental, not a dual. (The presence of a number of duals in -ā in the 
verse does not favor an adverbial interpretation, however.) Re’s “aux ailes d’oiseau” 
obviously takes the first member as the ‘bird’ word, while WG “die mit weiten 
Flügeln” takes ví as the preverb, but with the second member meaning ‘wing’ as in 
Re’s interpretation. Ge’s ‘auseinanderstrebenden(?)’ treats the second member quite 
loosely. 
 
I.6.3: The baffling part of this verse is the voc. plural maryāḥ ‘o young men’ in b, 
embedded in a verse that otherwise has 2nd singular reference (ajāyathāḥ c, along 
with sg. ptcpl. kṛṇván in a). There is no clear referent for this voc., though it may 
refer to the unidentified plural subjects of the verbs in vss. 1-2 (yuñjánti) and 4 
(eriré). In the plural márya- is often used of the Maruts, which may account for the 
Anukramaṇī identification of them as divinities of the hymn. Though Ge suggests 
they may constitute the audience for the singer and Re that they are the singers 
themselves, this seems unlikely because when márya- has an identifiable referent, it 



is never a human. I tentatively assume that it refers to the Aṅgirases as the fire-
priests who first kindled Agni, the subject of the verse. 
 As for the subject of ajāyathāḥ, contrary to most interpretations I take this as 
primarily referring to Agni, not the sun, though perhaps, with Re, “Agni solaire.” 
 
I.6.4: Grammatically problematic is the accent on the verb eriré in b, a fact that 
seems to have been elided in most translations, including mine. Old suggests that the 
particle áha may have conditioned the accent, but this seems unlikely because áha 
doesn’t have this effect elsewhere. I would now alter the translation to make vs. 4 
syntactically dependent on vs. 3, without an overt subordinator. Thus, “you were 
born together with the dawns, / (as/when) just after that they once again roused …” 
Again, though most commentators (save Old) consider this to concern the rebirth of 
the sun, I think it more likely that Agni/the ritual fire is the object, esp. as erire +/- ní 
is regularly used of establishing the ritual fire (e.g., I.134.4). As for c, the service to 
the ritual fire of the unnamed subjects (=Aṅgirases?) would account for their 
receiving a name worthy of the sacrifice; see, e.g., I.72.3. 
 
I.6.5: As noted in the intro., this verse helps resolve the unclear referents in the 
earlier part of the hymn by giving a relatively clear sketch of the Vala myth, with 
Indra finding the cows after his companions “break the stronghold (=Vala).” 
 
I.6.6: This verse contains, in my opinion, what Re might call a “legère zeugma,” in 
which the verb anūṣata “they bellowed” takes (as is usual) an acc. of the target of the 
bellowing (“to the finder of goods,” i.e., Indra) in the frame, but in the simile it takes 
an acc. of the content of the bellowing (“their thought”). Ge avoids this mismatch of 
acc. function by removing matím from the simile by supplying a form of √bhṛ ‘bear, 
present’, leaving devayántaḥ as the only term directly compared in the simile: “Wie 
Gottverlangende, die das Lied [vortragen], so haben die Lobreden … hergerufen.” It 
is certainly true that matí- is common as the object of √bhṛ and that √nu doesn’t 
normally take an acc. of content, but since the poet of the hymn has pushed the 
linguistic limits elsewhere, I prefer to think he meant the jarring figure. Note that 
there is also a mismatch between the two subjects, with the simile referring, 
implicitly, to human actors, while the frame has ‘songs’ (gíraḥ) as subject (unless we 
take the Aṅgirases or the cows as subj. and allow anūṣata to take two accusatives: 
“they bellowed their songs to the finder of goods” – however, √nu doesn’t take two 
acc., to my knowledge). 
 The zeugma may iconically represent the fact that the verse connects across a 
temporal gap as well: the simile seems to refer to present-day worshippers producing 
their praise, but the frame (with augmented verb form) refers to the mythic past of 
the Vala tale. This verse thus serves as a transition to the here-and-now of the current 
ritual, which is treated in vs. 7. 
 



I.6.7: As noted in the intro., this verse pairs structurally with vs. 3; I therefore take 
Agni to be the subject, with the verse expressing the kindling of the fire at the time 
when Indra arrives to receive the morning offering.  
 The form dṛḱṣase is isolated, but its grammatical identity is fairly clear (see 
Narten, Sig. Aor. p. 146): a 2nd sg. mid. s-aor. subj. with the “wrong” grade of the 
root (expect *darkṣase); it is probably based immediately on the other s-aor. middle 
form, 3rd pl. indic. adṛkṣata (5x, once accented) of the same metrical shape (minus 
augment), which always appears final, as does dŕkṣase, and usually in dimeter verse 
as here. 
 The two beings in pādas ab, one as unexpressed sg. subj. of the verb, one in 
the instr., are then referred to as a pair in the du. nom. of pāda c, the predicate of an 
unexpressed nominal sentence “you two are…” 
 
I.6.8: The Aṅgirases are presumably the referents of the instr. phrases, and the verse 
is, like 5, a pretty clear allusion to the Vala myth. 
 
I.6.9: As suggested in the intro., this is the last real verse of the hymn, as vs. 10 is a 
mere variant of 9, and it shows a bit of ring composition: the diváḥ … rocanā́t echoes 
rocanā ́diví of 1c, and if we were to accept Re’s interpr. of 1b tasthúṣaḥ as an 
ablative, the ablatives átaḥ and rocanā́t would match it grammatically. 
 This is a rare example of the present middle ṛñj not taking an acc. (see Tucker 
2002: 284 n.17, HS 115 “RV rgmín-, ṛgmíya- and ṛñjate”). (JL) 
 
I.7 Indra 
 
I.7.1: anūṣata provides a link to the immediately preceding hymn, I.6.6. 
 
I.7.2: Though a number of interpreters (Gr, WG, Scar) take vacoyújā as an instr. sg. 
and supply ráthena ‘chariot’, this form otherwise (4x) is only du. and modifies hárī 
‘the two fallow bays’. Thus, it seems better to follow the Sāy/Ge/Re interpr. As Ge 
points out, the untethered ā ́in b allows a form of √sthā to be supplied, in the idiom ā ́
√sthā ‘mount’. The verse is then slightly unusual in referring to Indra’s twin horses 
in two grammatical cases in the same sentence (háryoḥ loc., [hárī] vacoyújā acc.). 
 
I.7.3: A more felicitous tr. of dīrghā́ya cákṣase might be “to be seen for a long time,” 
but “for the long view” allows the phrase to be read as referring to either time or 
space (“to be seen for a long distance”) or both. 
 The usage of the instr. góbhiḥ is somewhat strange; it is clearly not meant 
either as an instr. of agent/instrument or of accompaniment, at least of simple 
accompaniment. It might be an instr. of separation, or, as in this tr., an adjunct or 
accompaniment to the obj.: “the rock (which was) with cows.” ET points out to me 
that such a construction would be very unusual; I suggest that it could derive from an 
instr. of accompaniment: “the rock along with its cows.” 
 



I.7.6: For the pot, see intro. The doubling of the 1st pl. pronoun (naḥ in a, asmábhyam  
in c) is probably simple redundancy, with naḥ a Wackernagel placeholder at the 
beginning of the sentence, anticipating the full pronoun that opens c. However the 
naḥ could possibly be construed with the voc. sátrādāvan ‘who give in every way’ in 
b, though it seems a bit distant from the enclitic. 
 
I.7.7: Improper relative, as shown best by Re’s rendering, “Les corps-de-louange qui, 
poussée, (vont toujours) plus haut…” (Re’s suspension dots). The masc. nom. pl. yé 
… stómāḥ of ab has no matching grammatical referent in the main clause of c, 
though it is picked up by its semantic and etymological equivalent, fem. sg. suṣṭutí-. 
 
I.7.8: Connected to vs. 6 by shared vocab., vṛ́ṣan- (a) and (the rather rare) 
ápratiṣkuta-, though separated by vs. 7. 
 
I.7.9: Incomplete sentence, consisting only of rel. cl., completed by main cl. of 10. 
The ékaḥ opening this last sentence of the hymn and the kévalaḥ ‘exclusively’ that is 
its last word are more insistent counterparts of íd in the opening pādas of vss. 1-2. 
Once again Madhuchandas seems to be faintly signalling ring composition. 
 
I.8 Indra 
 
I.8.2: Incomplete sentence, with relative hanging off rayím ‘wealth’ in the previous 
verse. Two methods of fighting are contrasted: ‘fighting (-hatyā-́) by fist’ (muṣṭi-, my 
‘bare-knuckled’) and ‘on horseback’ (árvatā). Although the two terms are 
grammatically parallel (instrs. muṣṭi-hatyáyā and árvatā), they are not semantically, 
since it’s the first member of the compound, muṣṭi- that corresponds to árvatā, and 
‘fighting’ must be supplied with the second term.  
 The verse shows overt signs of late grammatical features: esp. the –ai ending 
of the middle subjunctive ruṇádhāmahai (rather than –e), but also the longer –ā-stem 
instr. –áyā (rather than –ā)́. 
 
I.8.3: Concatanation of tvótāsaḥ (pāda a) with the same form in 2c, though the one in 
2c requires distraction (tuvo-), but not the one in 3a. Ge/Re take ghanā ́as (an 
archaic) instr. sg., but nom. pl. ghanā́(ḥ) seems preferable, esp. as Madhuchandas 
uses the same word in the sg. as a personal designation in I.4.8 (where it applies to 
Indra and which I tr. ‘bane’). So Old. Although designating animate beings (namely 
“us”) as “hammers” may seem unusual, it’s not unprecedented, at least in English: cf. 
the rock song entitled “Sometimes you’re the hammer and sometimes you’re the nail,” 
and (gleaned from Google) a quotation from an American poet unknown to me, 
Edwin Markham (1852–1940), “For all your days be prepared, and meet them ever 
alike. When you are the anvil, bear - when you are the hammer, strike.” 
 
I.8.6: The whole verse is a relative clause with accented verb (yá ā́śata), with no 
overt antecedent available in either the preceding or the following vs. My solution 



follows Old, who suggests that it implicitly hangs off vs. 5: Indra’s power is (for 
those) who… This fits the message of the hymn, that men’s success is entirely 
dependent on Indra’s aid and intervention, a message that is reinforced by the 
interdependence of various vss. already noted (1-2 [main cl., rel. cl.], 2-3 [lexical 
concatenation]) and to be described below [7-10].  
 Though ā́śata lacks expressed obj., ‘him’ (=Indra) should be supplied, on the 
basis of passages like I.85.7, VIII.97.9. 
 
I.8.7: Yet another untethered rel. cl. In my view, the description of Indra’s physical 
capacity serves as the basis for the expressions of Indra’s vast liberality and help in 
vss. 8-9, each of which begins with evá hí “for just in the same way.” Therefore the 
yáḥ ‘which’ of 7a seems a substitute for yáthā ‘even as’, the usual relative with evá. 
Although I do not so translate it, 7-8 could be rendered “even as his cheek … swells 
…, even so is his liberality…” 
 For kukṣí- as ‘cheek’, not ‘belly’, see Jamison 1987 (Gs. Cowgill). 
 
I.8.8: The image of Indra’s generosity as “a ripe branch” is an unusual one; I do not 
know of a parallel. In any case, “ripe branch” must be a condensed expression for 
something like a branch laden with ripe fruit. (JL) 
 
I.8.10: Despite sharing the evā́ hí opening with vss. 8-9, this verse is not entirely 
parallel with those two, which express the vastness of Indra’s liberality and help. 
Here it is what we owe Indra, praise and recitation, that are implicitly suggested to be 
as vast as what he gives us. A tr. more parallel to the previous two verses would be 
“Just the same [that is, just as vast] are those things beloved of him, the praise-song 
and recitation to be proclaimed …” However, I favor the published tr., with śáṃsyā 
‘to be proclaimed’ as predicate, because it provides a hortatory end to the hymn. 
 
I.9 Indra 
 
I.9.1: somapárvan- ‘soma-joint’ could refer either to the segments of the stalk of the 
soma plant (e.g., Re) or to the segments of the Soma Sacrifice (e.g., WG): Ge 
suggests it’s a word play. It is difficult to judge, but I weakly favor the horticultural 
interpretation. 
 There is no explicit 2nd ps. in c, but the general interpretation of this pāda as 
referring to Indra seems correct. 
 
I.9.2: For the doubling of the enclitics īm enam see Jamison 2002 (pp.). 
 
I.9.6: With Re I take the two acc. pl. –vant-adjectives (rábhasvataḥ … yáśasvataḥ) as 
proleptic, with the acquisition of these qualities being the result of Indra’s impelling 
of us – rather than taking them as qualities we already possess, as most translators do. 
 



I.9.8: rathín- should of course mean ‘possessing chariots’ or express some looser 
association with a chariot or chariots (such as Re’s “carried on chariots”) but since 
there’s no obvious association of refreshments with chariots, an idiomatic and 
figurative use like Ge’s “wagenvoll” seems appropriate – hence my “by the cartload.” 
 
I.9.9: In my view gṛṇánta(ḥ) is an instance of the comparatively rare (but more 
common than generally supposed) predicated present participle. Other translators 
(Ge, Re, WG) take the participle as attributive and consider the sentence incomplete. 
 
I.9.10: As Thieme (Fremdling, pp. 11f.) points out, the verse sets up an implicit 
contrast between Indra, who is “at home” (nyòkas-) wherever soma is pressed, and 
the stranger – but this opposition also implicitly suggests that, despite being a 
stranger or foreigner, any man can offer soma and praise to Indra, who will make 
himself at home in those foreign parts. This contrast would be better expressed by 
“even the stranger chants…” rather than the published “the stranger himself chants…” 
 The position and function of ā ́(embedded in éd) in b are unclear. The verb 
√arc doesn’t take ā ́and in any case preverbs don’t usually ended up stranded in the 
middle of a pāda (of course the etymological figure bṛhád bṛhaté could have been 
fronted around it); a mid-pāda position suggests a role as adposition, but as an 
adposition ā́ doesn’t take a dative.  
 
I.10 Indra 
 
I.10.1: The first three pādas almost, but not quite, provide a tripartite ritual speech 
division: Sāmaveda, Ṛgveda, X? Veda. The last is the problem: the “formulators” 
don’t work very well as speakers of Yajurveda yajuses, and it’s too early for the 
brāhmaṇa priest to be associated with the Atharvaveda, as in later Vedic. 
 Pace most translators, pf. yemire is ordinarily presential in value; see Kümmel 
s.v.  
 
I.10.2: Most translators take the subject of ab to be the sacrificer, but Indra seems a 
more likely candidate, esp. since kártva- ‘to be done’ is regularly used of the 
prospective deeds of Indra (e.g., II.30.10, IV.18.2, VIII.63.6). 
 
I.10.3: On hí with the imperative marking that clause as the causal basis of the next 
clause, here initiated by the logical connector átha, see Brereton 2012 [Bronkhorst 
Fs.]. 
 
I.10.5: rāráṇat: pf. subj. with presential value, like the whole pf. system of this root. 
See Kümmel s.v. and Jamison (JLGR Fs). 
 
I.10.6: The case usage here is somewhat odd, in that the three benefits we beg Indra 
for, in strict parallel structure, are in loc., dat., and loc. respectively (underlying 



forms sakhitvé … rāyé … suvīrye). However, all end in -e — showing that surface 
phonetic agreement can sometimes trump case function. 
 The transformation of an epithet (śakrá ‘able’) into its associated verb (śakat 
‘he will be able’) is a neat little figure and demonstrates the importance of gods’ 
dynamically living up to their verbal attributes. (For the almost identical påda see 
VIII.32.12.) It is an example of a type of verbal transformation of divine epithets into 
desired divine action that Elizarenkova (1968: 267–68) attempted to claim as the or 
an organizing principle of RVic hymnic composition. Of the other standard 
translations, only Re (“… le puissant; qu’il exerce .. sa puissance”) captures the 
etymological figure. 
 
I.10.7: The two compounds in pāda a do not occur elsewhere and are grammatically 
and interpretively ambiguous. The semantic reference of the two words is clear — 
the easy opening (ví √vṛ) of the Vala cave and the easy driving out (nir √aj) of the 
cows, using the standard lexemes for those actions — but 1) what are their stems? 
and 2) assuming they are adjectival, what do they modify? Gr/Lub analyse them as -
a-stems -- also AiG II.1, though AiG II.2 takes sunirájam as belonging to an a-stem 
(p. 86) but suvivṛt́am to a root noun (p. 43) [and Hauschild’s Index to AiG lists them 
both as root nouns, somewhat emphatically] -- while, e.g., Old and Scar take both as 
root nouns. There is another formal anomaly: the pāda they form, suvivṛt́aṃ 
sunirájam, has only one internal heavy syllable, the final syllable of the first word, 
where the initial consonant of the second makes position. A very unusual metrical 
line. Arnold (VM 125–26, 290) suggests the possibility of reading suvīvṛt́am on the 
basis of the lengthening of the final vowels of the preverbs ápi, abhí, pári, etc., 
before forms of √vṛ. Thanks to ET for pointing this out. 
 As to their reference, the general approach has been to take them as 
modifying an unexpressed índram, supplying the whole structure of 6a (tám … 
īmahe “we beseech him”) or some similar verb phrase to provide a grammatically 
acceptable referent for the two forms in 7a. But this solution is not very satisfying: 
Indra appears in the 3rd ps. nominative in 6c and as 2nd ps. vocative and subject of 
impv. in 7bcd, so extracting an acc. from a pāda in the past seems arbitrary. Scar 
suggests that the two words might instead modify yáśaḥ in b, which has the merit of 
providing a referent close by; however, this would technically eliminate the 
possibility that the two are root nouns, since yáśaḥ is neut. and presumably nom., and 
if the two words in pāda a are root nouns, they can only be acc. sg. I am nonetheless 
attracted by this solution (and would therefore be open to the -a-stem interpretation), 
with the possible modification that the two might actually be nouns (“the easy 
opening …, the easy driving …”) that specify the glory (yáśaḥ) of b. I have not 
troubled myself to figure out how the accent and other details of the formation would 
work, however. 
 On the possible double sense of tvā́dātam in b, see intro. 
 
I.10.8: jéṣaḥ: The standard translation take this s-aor. subj. as a functional impv. 
parallel to dhūnuhi in d, whereas I take it as having real subjunctive value. This has 



the merit of providing a main clause to the subordinated hí clause of ab. Moreover, 
the otherwise identical pāda VIII.40.10 with 3rd sg. subj. jéṣat has clear subjunctive 
value, and in addition there is already a well-attested “-si imperative” jéṣi (7x) that 
fills that function for the s-aor., so it seems unlikely that jéṣaḥ would be so used. 
 
I.10.9: ā́śrutkarṇa śrudhī́… shows the same transformation of an epithet into a 
derivationally related divine action as 6c. 
 
I.10.10: Takes the verb phrase of 9a śrudhī́ hávam and elaborates on both its 
members, with b havanaśrútam and c hūmahe. 
 
I.10.11: Kuśika is the ancestor of the Viśvāmitras, the family to which our poet 
belongs. As this is the last hymn attributed to Madhuchandas in this set, an ancestral 
reference is in order. 
 
I.11 Indra 
 
I.11.1: The phraseology involving “songs” (gíraḥ) and “strengthening” (√vṛdh) 
matches that of the last verse of the preceding hymn (I.10.12) attributed to the father 
(or other ancestor) of this poet. 
 “Lord of prizes and lord of settlements” in d may set up an implicit between 
battle and battle-like activity (contests with prizes) and peace. 
 
I.11.2: “Conquerer” (jétar-) as epithet of Indra here may be responsible for the poet’s 
name Jetar in the Anukramaṇī. 
 
I.11.3: Though the printed text reads yádī ‘if’, with (as often) lengthened final vowel, 
nothing prevents us from taking this as yád ī, ‘when’ + enclitic acc. pronoun, 
anticipating the expressed acc. obj. For this phenomenon, see Jamison 2002. 
 
I.11.5: Though it may seem odd that the enemy Vala is called ‘fearless’, the other 
solution, to take ábibhyuṣaḥ as an “irregular” nom. pl. masc. pf. part. (expect 
ábibhīvāṃsaḥ) (so Sāy/Old) is not satisfying, esp. as it’s hard for me to see how the 
gods could be both “fearless” and “being pushed back” (although ET points out that 
they could have come to Indra’s aid without fear, even though being pushed back). 
The question is what syntactic function the gen./abl. ábibhyuṣaḥ is fulfilling. Re 
seems to take it as a gen. agent with tujyámānāsaḥ (“pressés par le (dieu) sans peur”), 
but gen. agents are rare and confined to semantically and grammatically specialized 
situations (see Jamison 1979), and an ablative value “before,” as implied by Ge, 
seems better. Since expressions of fearing take the ablative, we can even assume an 
underlying implicit contrast: “the gods, (fearful) of [=from] the fearless one…” 
 
I.11.6: Although Ge suggests simply that the poet is announcing Indra’s gifts to the 
river of his native land, this may have a further mythological reference. Esp. in 



X.108 (Saramā and the Paṇis), the (Vala) cave in which the Paṇis have trapped 
Indra’s cows is on the edge of the world, across the river (Rasā) that borders the 
world. Here the poet may be evoking this myth to indicate the efforts that he (and 
Indra) must expend to retrieve the good things his community desires, and to 
emphasize that poets and wise men (see also vs. 7) must bear witness to Indra’s 
deeds performed far away in order to attract his munificence. 
 
I.12 Agni 
 
I.12.6: The plethora of ritual fires implied by the āmreḍita agním-agnim in vs. 2 is 
made more explicit in this expression of the kindling of one fire by another, 
presumably (as Ge suggests) through the taking out of the Āhavanīya fire from the 
Gārhapatya, much treated in the later ritual lit. The Āhavanīya may be referred to in 
5a ghṛt́a-āhavana- ‘whose oblation is ghee’, and in this vs. the second pāda (6b) 
might contain allusions to the three ritual fires, gṛhápati- ‘houselord’ a transparent 
reference to the Gārhapatya and yúvan- ‘youth’ referring to the newly kindled 
Āhavanīya (see pāda a). However, this would leave kaví- ‘poet, sage-poet’ as a 
designation of the Dakṣināgni, which doesn’t make a lot of sense, as far as I can see. 
 
I.13 Āprī 
 
I.13.5: the singular amṛt́asya ‘of the immortal’ seems to refer to the collectivity of 
gods who will come to the sacrifice and sit on the barhis. Vss. 7, 9 name some of the 
individual gods who will sit on the barhis. 
 
I.14 All Gods 
 
I.14.3: All these gods names are in the accusative, but there is no verb to govern 
them, either in the verse or in the immediately preceding or following pādas. One 
solution is to reach back to 2a ā́ acc káṇvā ahūṣata “The Kaṇvas have called acc 
here,” though skipping over the intervening syntactic constructions is not appealing. 
However, the recurrence of a similar construction in 5ab īḷate acc … káṇvāsaḥ “The 
Kaṇvas solemnly invoke acc” may suggest that the structure of invocation underlies 
the hymn. 
 
I.14.6: By making pāda a a nominal sentence, from which the relative clause of bc 
hangs, I avoid the need to supply main clause verb for c that other tr. encounter. E.g., 
Ge “Die … Fahrrosse, die dich fahren, (mögen) die Götter … her(fahren).” 
However, in the following vs. (7) Agni himself is urged to bring the gods here, so 
lumping together the transport of Agni and the gods as in my interpretation of 6 may 
not be in the spirit of their separation in 7. However, I still feel that the syntactic 
argument is strong. 
 



I.14.7: The ab pādas literally mean “make (the gods) possess wives,” but we know 
from the ritual that this refers to the coming of the gods along with their wives. Cf. 
III.6.9 pátnīvataḥ … devā́n … ā́ vaha. Ge translates our phrase literally: “Die 
Opferwürdigen … mache beweibt,” but then paraphrases it in his note: “D. h. bring 
ihre Frauen mit.” The problem would be solved by supplying the preverb ā,́ because 
ā́ √kṛ generally means ‘bring/attract here’. Although I am generally loathe to supply 
material without a clear warrant, it is the case that the immediately preceding pāda, 
6c, begins with ā,́ which might have been taken to have domain over what follows.  
 
I.14.9: The hapax ā́kīm (so, e.g., Gr, Aufr, HvN, Lub) or, more likely, ā́ kīm contains 
what is apparently a now meaningless particle kīm, matching the shape of the acc. 
particles īm and sīm. Though clearly derived from the interrogative *ku ̯-stem, it has 
lost all interrogative value, presumably “laundered” through the weak negative 
indefinites ná kīm (or nákīm) and mā́ kīm (or mā́kīm). It is not at all clear what, if 
anything, kīm is doing here. 
 
I.14.10: Instrumental plurals begin (víśvebhiḥ) and end (dhā́mabhiḥ) the verse. The 
question is whether they should be construed separately or together. Ge chooses the 
latter path: “Mit allen Verkörperungen des Mitra (der Freundschaft).” But because 
the hymn is dedicated to the Viśve Devas and there is an emphasis on them 
throughout (see esp. vss. 1, 9, with ‘gods’ or words referring to them collectively in 
vss. 2, 6, 7, 8), I prefer to supply ‘gods’ with víśvebhiḥ and take dhā́mabhiḥ 
separately (sim. Re, WG), interpreting mitrásya not as the god’s name (or not 
principally the god’s name) but as referring to the alliance that undergirds the 
sacrificial system. 
 
I.14.12: The construction involving the normally causal particle hí and the imperative 
is a troubling one. Brereton (2012 Bronkhorst Fs.) plausibly argues that in cases like 
this, with two imperative clauses in sequence, the hí clause expresses the action 
necessary for the second one to take place. In other words, the usual causal value of 
hí is found there as well, though the addition of imperative modality makes it 
difficult to render in English.  
 
I.15 Sequential deities (for the ṛtugrahas) 
 Although this hymn is in some ways a rote and formulaic listing of the 
Ṛtugraha deities with invitations to drink of their respective cups, the poet does inject 
some life in the hymn by varying the expected phraseology. After having established 
the formula drink ṛtúnā in the first few verses, the poet introduces deviations from 
that formula. In vs. 5 he urges Indra to drink not from the Brahman’s cup (as would 
be standard: see II.36.5), but from the Brahman’s “largess” (rā́dhasaḥ) and ṛtū́m̐ ánu 
substitutes for ṛtúnā (note the phonological crossing of únā: ánu). In vs. 6 there is no 
invitation to drink, though ṛtúnā is found in another expression. In vs. 7 the expected 
deity (“Wealth-giver”) appears in the nominative (draviṇodā́(ḥ)) as expected, but 
there is no attached predicate: the verse goes off in a different direction. The Wealth-



giver is the subject of the next three verses (8-10) as well, but it is only in vs. 9 that 
any drinking goes on. Here the imperative “drink!” is replaced by the desiderative 
“desires to drink” (pipīṣati), and though there is an ablative of a priestly cup, it is one 
belonging to a different priest and the verb used with it is not ‘drink’. Although this 
is not high art, it does show that even the most cut-and-dried litany affords some 
room to tinker with the verbal form. 
 
I.15.1 The accent on píba is syntactically unnecessary and not well explained. 
Oldenberg (ZDMG 60) suggests either that it's a not explicitly marked foundation 
clause for the following clause, or that píba has a tendency to emphatic accentuation. 
Although he does not want to get the accent from píbata ṛtúnā in the next verse, 
where the accent is correct (following voc. márutaḥ; cf. also píba ṛtúnā in 4c, again 
with correct accent), this seems a possibility. One might also note that in the second 
Ṛtugraha hymn sequence (II.37.1-3), the verb is accented in the phrase píba ṛtúbhiḥ, 
though again the accent is unnecessary. So perhaps píba ṛtúnā/ṛtúbhiḥ was a 
separable refrain-phrase in the Ṛtugraha ritual, and therefore received accent even 
when incorporated into a hymnal context. 
 
I.15.2: sudānavaḥ lacks accent and is therefore a vocative, not (as the tr. implies) a 
predicative nominative. The predicated vocative has been much discussed in the lit.; 
see Old, Noten ad loc. and Bloomfield, RR.  
 
I.15.3: Tvaṣṭar is called Neṣṭar (‘leader’) here because he regularly “leads” the wives 
of the gods.  
 
I.15.4: The three wombs are presumably the three ritual fires, so “at/by” would be a 
more felicitous translation than the published “in.” 
 
I.15.6: The voc. dhṛtavrata ‘of steadfast commandments’ is apparently a singular in 
the Saṃhitā text, though the Pp. reads –ā. There is, however, no sandhi situation that 
could have triggered a shortening of the final vowel. Although the epithet is several 
times found in the du. modifying Mitra and Varuṇa (VIII.25.2, 8), it is more often in 
the singular modifying only Varuṇa (e.g., I.44.14, 141.9), and this may have been the 
intent here. The vrata is really Varuṇa’s province, not Mitra’s. However, the matter 
is complicated by the fact that the clear dual dvandva voc. mítrāvaruṇa in b also has 
a singular ending, rather than expected –ā.. I would attribute this shortening to an 
attempt to match the short final of sg. dhṛtavrata, rather than assuming the 
shortening affected both words for the same reason. Alternatively, as JL points out to 
me, it would be possible to consider the final short vowel of dhṛtavrata an example 
of Kuiper’s Law, with loss of final laryngeal in pausa, though this could not account 
directly for the following mítrāvaruṇa, which is the real problem. 
 
I.16 Indra 
 



I.16.1: It’s not clear why Indra’s horses are called sū́racakṣas- ‘having the eye of the 
sun’, a word otherwise (3x) used of gods. The awkward doubling of the enclitic tvā 
(found in both a and c, as object of the same verb) might suggest that the c pāda was 
borrowed from elsewhere. And indeed this hymn gives the impression of being 
assembled from ready-made formulae; the proportion of repeated pādas is fairly high 
(see Bloomfield, RR), not to mention sub-pāda repetitions. JL suggests, however, that 
the repeated tvā might not be the result of careless doubling, but rather the stranded 
object of a gapped repetition of vahantu in pāda a.  
 
I.17 Indra and Varuṇa 
 
I.17.3: The other standard translations take tarpayethām as a self-beneficial reflexive 
“satisfy yourselves” with anukāmám referring to the gods’ desire (e.g., Ge “freuet 
euch nach Herzenslust”; Re “Rassasiez-vous à votre gré”), but this doesn’t make 
sense. The whole hymnic context depicts Indra and Varuṇa as givers, not takers, and 
it’s not clear to me that gods ever desire wealth, per se. It is much more likely that 
the poet is asking the gods to grant us wealth, and that the kā́ma is the mortals’, not 
the gods’. For further discussion, with a strikingly parallel usage, see Jamison 1983: 
140-41 and esp. n. 73, though I would not now emend the text to ánu kā́mam, as I 
suggested there. Curiously, though Ge translates the verb as a reflexive, he goes to 
elaborate pains to interpret the whole phrase as urging the gods to give us their 
wealth, in other words much the same meaning as I favor. 
 In b rāyá ā ́is ambiguous as to case; it could be either dat. rā́ye or abl./gen. 
rā́yas (so Pp.). Ge takes it as a gen., construed with anukāmám, but rā́ya ā ́is a fairly 
well-established expression (e.g., I.81.7, III.56.6) and the rā́ya seems too distant from 
anukāmám to be naturally construed with it. Most other tr. seems to favor the dat. 
(see esp. disc. of Old ad loc, also Re.), but I weakly favor an abl. reading “from 
(your) wealth.”   
 A further question is what noun to supply with nédiṣṭham ‘closest’ or what 
else to do with it. Ge suggests ‘wealth’ in a note; Re seems to take the word as 
adverbial (“de la manière la plus proche,” whatever that means). My supplied 
“friendship” is based on two occurrences of ā́pyam (VII.15.1, VIII.73.6) and one of 
āpím ‘friend’ with nédiṣṭham. Esp. telling is VIII.73.6 nédiṣṭhaṃ yāmy ā́pyam “I 
beseech (you two) for closest friendship,” with the same verb as here. 
 
I.17.4: A curious construction: bhū + gen., which seems to express partitive value: 
“become (part of) X” à “partake of,” though the path to partitive meaning is not 
straightforward. (Other translators seem to feel less guilt about making this leap than 
I do.) Closest to it formulaically is vidyā́ma + gen, “might we know of X.” Cf. 
vidyā́ma sumatīnā́m (I.4.3, X.89.17) “might we know (of) your favors.” The oddity 
of the construction is exacerbated by the emphatic pāda-initial repetition (a, b) of 
indeclinable yuvā́ku ‘of you two’.  
 



I.17.5: As noted in the intro., this is the middle verse of the hymn and the only one in 
which Indra and Varuṇa are separated, and in my view translations that don’t take 
this into account are likely to be on the wrong track. (So, Ge’s “Indra, Varuṇa sind 
der preisliche Rat der rühmlichen Tausendschenker,” which puts all nominatives and 
all genitives together.) The rhetorical structure of ab, nom. sg. – gen. pl. / nom. sg. – 
gen. pl., invites an association of each nom. sg. with its immediately following gen. 
pl., producing a contrastive pair of Indra associated with thousand-giving and Varuṇa 
with (something) to be proclaimed. I have followed this rhetoric clue and, further, 
have tentatively supplied a noun (‘master’) to head the gen. phrase. Alternatively, 
krátuḥ of c may be the head (“Indra becomes the krátu of …”), as WG take it (also 
Ge).  
 There is the further question of what śaṃsyā̀nām refers to. I have somewhat 
reluctantly supplied ‘riches’, since this is a theme of the hymn and śaṃsyà- several 
times modifies rayí- and similar words (e.g., VIII.60.11, X.47.2). However, it also 
regularly qualifies verbal products like ukthyà- or ukthá-, and given Varuṇa’s nature, 
an association with “(solemn words) to be proclaimed” is probably more likely than 
with “(riches) to be proclaimed.” I might therefore modify my published translation, 
though the desire for wealth is quite strong in this hymn (see vss. 3-4, 6-7).  
 
I.17.8: The doubled nū́ nú ‘now now, just now’ is found only here, though doubling 
with an intercalated particle is found (nū́ cin nú I.120.2, VI.37.3, VII.22.8). It is 
possible that the sequence nū ́nú vām is meant to evoke a form of √nu ‘bellow, shout’, 
in this verse concerning the poet’s praise of the gods. Various forms of song and so 
forth serve as subjects of √nu. Cf. nearby I.6.6, 7.1. 
 
I.17.9: suṣṭutí- ‘lovely praise’ is not a particularly good obj. of huvé, which ordinarily 
takes the addressee, not the content of the call. (See … vām … huvé in vs. 7). Here 
the semantic disharmony may suggest that the lovely praise is personified and urged 
to do her part to please Indra and Varuṇa. 
 
I.18 Brahmaṇaspati and Sadaspati 
 
I.18.1: Though somā́nam is assigned to a -man-stem by Debrunner (AiG II.2.760), it 
seems preferable to analyze it, with Kuiper (IIJ 15 [1973]: 190–94 [my thanks to ET 
for the ref.]), as having the so-called “Hoffmann suffix” (*-Hon-/ -Hn-) (Hoffmann 
1955 = Aufs. II, 378-83) added to the thematic noun sóma-, of the same type as Aves. 
mąϑrān- ‘possessing mąϑras’ to mąϑra-. Our somā́nam is a hapax, so there are no 
diagnostic forms; a masc. agent noun in -mán would also have suffixal accent and a 
long suffixal vowel (cf. dharmā́nam, -as ‘upholder(s)’). In favor of the Hoffmann-
suffix interpretation is the quadrisyllabic scansion, inviting distraction of the ā-, 
which should not occur in a man-stem. The accent might be a problem; Hoffmann is 
somewhat cadgey about the accent of these forms (not difficult, since most of his 
examples are Avestan), but he does suggest (p. 381) that the original accent of the 
acc. sg. might fall on the suffix, as here. Kuiper makes no mention of the accent.  



 Most translators (Ge ‘Lautsingenden(?)’, Re, Schmidt B+I, WG) take 
sváraṇam to the ‘sound’ root √svar, though Gr connects it with svàr- ‘sun’ 
(‘glanzreich’). The metrical distraction to suváraṇam might favor a connection with 
the ‘sun’ word, since, as far as I know, the ‘sound’ root is never so distracted. This 
hapax is also phonologically reminiscent of svàrṇara- ‘possessing solar glory’, 
whose initial cluster is always distracted and which almost always occupies the end 
of the pāda, as our word does. At the very least, it is likely that svàraṇa- is a pun. 
 It is surprising to find Kakṣīvant Auśija, the dazzling poet of I.116-26, in the 
context of this rather simple and mundane hymn, for Medhātithi certainly lacks 
Kakṣīvant’s skill. The request must then be seen as a species of wishful thinking. I 
translate auśijá- literally, as ‘descendant of a fire-priest’, though it is also 
Kakṣīvant’s patronymic, because I think the word previews the Agni theme of the 
second half of this hymn. The publ. tr. follows Ge in assuming a desired 
identification of Medhātithi with Kakṣīvant: Ge “Mach … zu einem (zweiten) 
Kakṣīvat.” ET points out that there is actually no overt mention of Medhātithi and the 
verse could simply mean “make Kakṣīvant a possessor of soma …” But then we still 
must explain the presence of Kakṣīvant here. 
 
I.18.3: The śáṃso áruruṣaḥ … mártyasya “(male)diction of the grudging mortal,” 
which is dreaded by the poet, anticipates the desirable nárāśáṃsa- ‘praise of men’ 
that opens the last verse of the hymn (9). 
 
I.18.6: ayāsiṣam: I take this form to the root √yā ‘beseech, implore’, not to √yā 
‘drive, go’, which does, admittedly, have a well-attested –siṣ-aorist. So also WG, 
though other translators (including Schmidt, B+I) render as a verb of motion (Ge 
“habe ich … angegangen”). That interpretation isn’t impossible, but ‘beseech’ fits 
the context better. 
 
I.18.7: If the referent of yásmāt is Agni and the two halves of the hymn concern the 
verbal and the physical parts of the sacrifice respectively, as I argue in the intro., this 
verse makes particular sense: even a skilled poet has to get the oblations right. 
 
I.18.8: All tr. take hótrā as nom. sg. and the subject of the clause. But since the point 
of this verse and the last is the labor Agni expends in making the sacrifice succeed, it 
seems better to keep him as subj. of gachati, as he was of ṛdhnoti (a) and kṛṇoti (b). 
hótrā can then be an instr. sg. of the ā-stem, as commonly. The ritual model in which 
Agni goes to the gods with the offering is of course quite widespread in the RV. 
 
I.18.9: Note the high proportion of sibilants in this verse. 
 The meaning of makhá- and its relatives (here represented by the second 
member –makhas-) is much discussed. I consider it to have both martial and 
bountiful senses. I take the original sense to be martial and, despite some difficulties, 
believe the often suggested connection with Grk. μάχομαι. The ‘bounteous’ sense 
comes, in my opinion, from secondary association with maghá-, etc. In this 



compound sádmamakhas- most tr. take the second member in a ‘give, be bounteous’ 
sense (e.g., Ge “der einen Wohnsitz beschert,” Re “qui confère-généreusement un 
siège,” WG “den … mit einem Himmelssitz freigebigen”). However, the martial 
sense fits the context well. The image is of the smoke of the ritual fire rising to, and 
thus visually ‘besieging’, heaven itself (so Gr). See Old’s disc.; Scar (277) 
questioningly suggests both. 
 
I.19 Agni and the Maruts 
 
I.19.4: Note the double etymological figures arkám ānr̥cúḥ ‘chanted the chant’ and 
ugrāḥ́ ... ójasā ‘strong ones … through strength’, with the former nested inside the 
latter. There is also phonological play between ...ám ānr-̥ and ánādhr-̥ 
 
I.19.7–8: Ge (sim. Re) supplies a verb (“kommen”) with 7b. I am, as usual, reluctant 
to do so, but as ET points out, swinging the mountains across the sea is a very 
peculiar image. I would prefer to supply the ‘stretch’ (ā ́… tánvanti) of the next verse, 
since the b pādas of 7–8 are structually identical, producing a tr. of 7ab “Those who 
make the mountains swing, (as they stretch) across the undulating sea.” However, 
Ge/Re don’t construe the ‘stretch’ verb with 8b either.   
 
I.20 Ṛbhus 
 
I.20.1 Calling the Ṛbhus “the godly breed” (devá- jánman-) is a bold way to begin 
this hymn precisely because they did not begin as gods but obtained immortality by 
their wondrous deeds – the deeds about to be recounted in the hymn. 
 
I.20.2: Although vacoyújā is principally a dual acc., modifying the two fallow bays 
(hárī) as usual, it could also secondarily be taken as an instr. sg., modifying mánasā 
‘with mind’. In any case, ‘speech’ and ‘mind’ are implicitly contrasted in this verse, 
and in addition mánasā contrasts with āsayā ́‘by mouth’, referring to the means of 
creating. 
 
I.20.3: Though Ge (/WG) takes sabardúgha- as the cow’s name, the word has a 
literal sense that works well in context. 
 
I.20.5: A reference to the Third Pressing, with which the Ṛbhus are associated. 
 
I.21 Indra and Agni 
 The verbal “hero” of this hymn is the nom.-acc. du. pronoun tā́ ‘these two’, 
which represents the pairing of the otherwise very different gods Indra and Agni. 
The form appears 6x in the hymn, with an additional gen.-loc. táyoḥ in 1b. 
 
I.21.6: Ge (followed by WG) considers the padá- that is to be watched over the track 
or traces of something demonic or monstrous (“Die Spur der Unholde”), presumably 



the rákṣas- of the previous vs. But Re (XIV.121) points out that the root √gṛ ‘be 
watchful, wakeful’ always governs an object with favorable sense. Still, the exact 
reference of padá- is unclear. As the word is often used of the ritual ground (e.g., in 
the phrase iḷás padé “in the footprint of refreshment” [I.128.1, etc.]), I have 
interpreted it in this way in the transl. But it’s also possible to invoke another 
common use of the word, for the cosmogonic footsteps of Viṣṇu, an example of 
which is in the last verse of the next hymn, also close to a form of √gṛ (I.22.21): 
jāgr̥vāṃ́saḥ ... víṣṇor yát paramám padám “watchful (over) what is the highest 
footstep of Viṣṇu.” These two views can in fact be reconciled. As noted below, the 
“highest footstep of Viṣṇu” in that verse is probably a reference to the sun, identified 
with the ritual fire, and therefore here “the footprint of discernment” can be both the 
ritual ground and Viṣṇu’s footprint in heaven. 
 
I.22 Various divinities 
 
I.22.4: The use of the diminutivizing -ka-suffix on dūraké ‘at a (little) distance’ 
reinforces the point of the verse, that it’s not much of a trip for the Aśvins to come 
here. 
 
I.22.6: It is not entirely clear why we “desire the commandments (vratā́ni)” of 
Savitar, though I think it is likely that it is because his vrata keep the world 
functioning, esp. the cyclical rising and setting of the sun. 
 
I.22.10: Note the opening phonetic figure ā́ gnā́ agna. 
 The shadowy goddess figures mentioned here are difficult to sort out. I 
assume that there are three goddesses here, with Hotrā Bhāratī the double name of 
the deified libation belonging to the Bharatas. In this passage Ge takes them as two 
different figures (also in II.1.11, III.62.3), but in I.142.9 as a doubly named single 
figure. See Old (SBE, ad I.142.9): “Hotrâ Bhâratî, i.e., the personified Offering of 
the Bharatas, seems to be one goddess, more usually called simply Bhâratî,” with reff. 
 
I.22.11: The goddesses “with unclipped wings” (áchinnapatra-) are found only here 
in the RV, but appear in a set of YV mantras used in the Agnicayana at the placing 
and heating of the ukhā pot (for firing the bricks). See VS XI.61, MS II.76, KS 
XVI.6, ŚB VI.5.4.8, etc.. A number of other female divinities are mentioned in the 
same context. What áchinnapatra- actually refers to is unclear to me. Griffith (ad VS 
XI.61) suggests “moving freely and without interruption.” I also do not see any sign 
of the later Agnicayana employment here, simply an association with other female 
divine figures. 
 
I.22.13: mahī ́is grammatically ambiguous, as it can be either fem. singular or fem. 
(or neut.) dual. Most tr. take it as the former, modifying only dyaúḥ, but all things 
being equal, it is preferable to take dyauḥ as masculine (though fem. occasionally is 
unavoidable), esp. as mahī́ by itself can refer to the earth without further 



specification. I see no reason why mahī́ cannot be dual here, modifying the conjoined 
NP dyaúḥ pṛthivī́ ca. 
 
I.22.14: The meaning of this verse is entirely obscure to me, and it comes as a 
surprise in hymn (or set of hymns) displaying no other verbal tricks at all. (It is true 
that the Gandharva spreads obscurity almost every place he appears in the RV.) I 
might speculate that what the verse is conveying is that by their inspired hymns the 
poets have achieved a place in the highest firmament, where the Gandharva often 
seems to be located, and where they consume the luscious food produced by Heaven 
and Earth. If this speculation has any merit, the instr. dhītíbhiḥ should not be taken as 
an instrument of licking (“lick … with their poetic insights”), but rather as an instr. 
of cause (“by reason of their [prior and successful] poetic insights”), so the publ. tr. 
could be amended accordingly. 
 
I.22.15: On anṛkṣará- as ‘not sweeping men away’, rather than ‘thornless’, see 
Jamison 1993 (Fs. Rix). The standard ‘thornless’ interpretation has no real support; I 
derive the word instead from a-nṛ-kṣara-, to the root √kṣar ‘flow, stream’, cognate 
with Greek φϑείρω ‘I destroy’. Formulaic and textual support for this analysis is 
given in the art. cit. 
 “A place to settle down” (nivéśanī) might have been better tr. adjectivally 
“bring to rest, causing to settle down,” but this causes awkwardness in the English.  
 
I.22.16-18: This tṛca is marked by minor ring composition: the átaḥ [sandhi áto] 
‘from there’ that begins 16a also begins the last pāda of 18, in the same sandhi form. 
 
I.22.20: The image in pāda c needs a little unpacking. The “eye in heaven” is of 
course the sun; the incongruity is that it is depicted as “stretched out,” which might 
suggest an elongated ovoid sun, not a happy picture. The concentrated expression of 
pāda c rests on the common formula of the sun stretching (through space) with its 
rays (raśmí-), as in VII.47.4 yāḥ́ sū́ryo raśmíbhir ātatā́na “towards which [=waters] 
the sun has stretched with its rays.” Note that sūráyaḥ ‘patrons’ ending b 
phonologically evokes the absent sū́riya- in c. 
 
I.22.21: This verse also contains some semantic incongruities: “kindling the footstep” 
is of course a curious expression, and that poets, presumably human, perform this 
action on the “highest footstep of Viṣṇu,” usually an expression for highest heaven, 
makes it all the odder. Ge (also Old, WG) plausibly identify “the highest footstep of 
Viṣṇu” here as the sun, and the verse would therefore express the common notion 
that priests kindling the ritual fire at dawn cause the sun to shine. 
 
I.23 Various gods (Praügaśastra) 
 
I.23.4-6: This tṛca to Mitra and Varuṇa stations the two names in three different ways 
in the three verses. In 4 mitrá- opens the first pāda and váruṇa- the second; in 5 they 



are expressed in the dual dvandva mitrā́váruṇā in c; in 6 they again open the first two 
pādas, but with váruṇa- first and mitrá- second. 
 
I.23.8: It would be satisfying to have the three god-X bahuvrīhis parallel in semantic 
structure, but although Ge (followed by WG) interprets the rāti- in pūṣ́a-rāti- as an 
agent noun (“mit Pūṣan als Gönner”), rātí- both as simplex and in its fairly numerous 
compounds is always an abstract ‘giving’ or concretized version thereof (‘gift’), as 
its morphology as a deverbal feminine abstract would require. The ‘gift’ or ‘giving’ 
of Pūṣan is described as auspicious (bhadrā)́ in VI.58.1. 
 
I.23.9: Ge (WG), following Gr, tr. sáhasā as an adj. modifying Indra (“mit dem 
starken Indra”), but this is of course impossible. With that accent it must be a neut.; 
accent shift to *sahás- would turn it into an adjective, but this form is unattested (vs., 
e.g., yáśas- ‘glory’à yaśás- ‘glorious’).  
 On the analysis of fairly common 3rd sg. īśata (always with mā́(kiḥ)) as an aor. 
injunc., see Hoffmann 1967 (Injunk.): 65-66. Although semantic and syntactic factors 
impose this interpretation, it nonetheless does not seem entirely satisfying, because 
the thematic stem envisioned (īśa- [never accented]) seems insufficiently 
distinguished from the presential perfect stem ī́ś-, and Hoffmann does not suggest a 
mechanism for deriving such an aorist stem from either the presential perfect stem or 
directly from the root. 
 
I.23.13-15: As noted in the intro., I take the “king” that Pūṣan is returning as Agni, 
not, with most tr., Soma. The theme of the finding and returning of the god-in-hiding 
in 14 is much more appropriate for Agni than for Soma, and the “glitttering barhis” 
is also more likely to be associated with Agni. Both Agni and Soma are called 
“buttress, support” (13) (Agni in V.15.1–2) and both are called king (14). The drops 
(índu-) in 15 might seem rather to indicate Soma, but in VI.16.16 Agni is 
strengthened by drops (índubhiḥ), which must be drops of ghee. 
 
I.23.15: The ritual referent of the “six yoked” entities (ṣáḍ yuktā́n) is unclear whether 
Soma or Agni is taken as the main referent: those in the Soma camp consider the 
yoked ones to be the dakṣiṇās due the poet; I consider them the flames of the 
recovered Agni, roused by the drops of ghee. In terms of the simile in c, the six 
yoked ones are clearly the teams for plowing. See esp. AV VI.91.1, cited by Schaefer 
(1994: 197). On anu  √sidh as ‘entlangtreiben’, see Schaefer 1994: 196–97. 
 In my translation I have reversed the renderings of the finite intensive 
(unaccented carkṛśat in c) and the intensive participle (accented anuséṣidhat) to 
make the relationship between simile and frame clearer. 
 
I.23.16: Contra Ge and others but with Re, I construe the gen. pl. adhvarīyatā́m ‘of 
those performing the rites’ with ádhvabhiḥ ‘along the roads’, as I do not think the 
waters are the mothers of the priests (Ge “Die Mütter der diensttuenden (Priester)”). 
 



I.23.18: Ge and others attach b to a, with c a separate sentence, which is also possible. 
 
I.23.19: Again I disagree with most tr. in the disposition of the b pāda. I take it with a, 
because I think we mortals are to glorify the waters. Others think the gods should 
become strong or victorious in order to praise the waters – but gods are not usually 
the agents of such praising. 
 
I.23.20-23 = X.9.6-9, save that the fourth pāda of 20 is missing in X.9.6. 
 
I.23.20: The semi-direct speech and esp. the casual conversational tone of this verse 
are quite unusual for the RV. Although most tr. take the whole as indirect speech 
(“Soma said to me that…”), the construction of the verse seems to me to mix direct 
and indirect speech, with c, couched in the acc., shading into indirect speech. I take 
the final pāda separately, as it is absent from the parallel in X.9.6. 
 Note the distraction of the apsú antár phrase that opens 19a into two pāda 
opening words: 20a #apsú … b #antár 
 
I.23.23: Most tr. take ā́paḥ as acc. here (“I have followed the waters.”). This is of 
course possible: the nom. of this stem does get used for acc. occasionally in the RV. 
However, such an interpr. is not nec. in this case, since it is easy to supply an acc. 
“you.” And the fact that the two previous vss. (21a and 22a) contain vocatives ā́paḥ 
and āpaḥ respectively supports a vocative interpretation here. 
 
I.23.24: It is difficult to know what, if anything, is the referent of asya. I have 
tentatively supplied ‘hymn’, but the poet may simply be calling upon the gods to 
witness the general situation (so Ge). The same expression √vid me asya is found in 
the refrain of I.105, except with accented asyá, for which reason I more confidently 
supply ‘speech’ there. 
 
[I.24-25 = JPB] 
 
I.26 Agni 
 
I.26.1: As often, the hí in the first of two imperative clauses marks the action urged 
in ab as subordinate to and the basis for the consequence expressed in c. See 
Brereton 2012. 
 
I.26.2: As on some other occasions the pāda-final vácaḥ, superficially a nom.-acc. (or 
a stem form), is to be construed as an instr. with the instr. adj. (divítmatā in this case), 
whatever the source of this truncated form. (See Hale [Fs. Melchert] for an attempt, 
not entirely successful in my view, to see it as an archaic zero-grade s-stem instr. [*-
es-H, not the renewed and standard *-es-eH].) 
 



I.26.3: A paradigm ex. of the use of the act. of √yaj to express sacrificing on behalf 
of someone other than the grammatical subj. 
 
I.26.5: In the phrase … asyá naḥ, mándasva sakhyásya ca most tr. render the ca as 
‘also’ and construe the demonstrative with the noun (Ge “… freue dich auch dieser 
Freundschaft mit uns”). However, the most natural way to take the syntax is as a 
conjoined NP: “of this (x) and the comradeship of ours.” The question is what asyá is 
modifying. Following Gr I supply ‘ritual grass’, because barhíḥ is the most recent 
ritual referent (4a). Although “rejoicing in ritual grass” may seem an odd activity, cf. 
VIII.13.4=VIII.15.5 mandānó asyá barhíṣo ví rājasi, with the same verb √mand 
‘rejoice’ and the fuller version of the nominal phrase. (As it happens, in that passage 
I construe the barhis phrase with the main verb ví rājasi, but it is certainly 
ambiguous.) 
 
I.26.8: Although most tr. implicitly take pāda a as subordinated to b (e.g., Ge. “Denn 
wenn …, so…”), again the ca suggests rather that they are coordinate structures, with 
pāda a a nominal sentence (svagnáyaḥ predicated of devā́saḥ) coordinated with the 
finite verb dadhiré in b. This verb is accented because it is under the domain of hí in 
a. In this reading, pāda c functions as the main cl. of ab. 
 I also supply ‘him’ (=Agni) as first object of dadhiré, again unlike most tr. 
(eg., Ge “so bringen sie auch uns Erwünschtes”). For the reasons for this in the 
structure of the hymn, see disc. in intro. 
 
I.27 Agni 
 
I.27.1: vandádhyai is a predicated infinitive, serving as the main verb.  
 Pāda a contains a likely pun, the possessive –vant-stem adj. vā́ravantam 
modifying Agni. In the first instance it means ‘having (that is, providing) choice 
things’ (vā́ra-, to √vṛ ‘choose’), but the homonym vā́ra- means ‘hair, tail-hair’ (cf., 
e.g., nearby I.32.12) and so the -vant-stem can mean ‘possessing (long) tail-hair’. 
Either of these meanings is applicable to the horse of the simile, which has tail-hair 
by nature and brings choice things by winning races and contests. ‘Bringing choice 
things’ is more applicable to Agni than ‘having hair’, but his flames could be so 
conceived. Note that Agni is characterized as “ghee-haired” (ghṛtá-keśa-) in 
VIII.60.2. 
 
I.27.2: With Old I supply śávasaḥ with sūnúḥ, to complete the common epithet of 
Agni “son of strength,” which is suggested by the associated instr. śávasā. Indirect 
support might come from the parallel voc. sahaso yaho ‘o young (son) of strength’ 
(with a different word for strength, also regularly appearing as an epithet of Agni) 
that ends the preceding hymn (I.26.10c). However, this supplement is not strictly 
necessary, and most tr. do not supply it (e.g., Ge simply “unser Sohn”). In favor of a 
translation like Ge’s is the presence of naḥ in pāda a. However, this could simply be 
a Wackernagel place-holder for asmā́kam in c. Although the difference might seem 



slight, in fact the two interpretations are quite different. Ge’s emphasizes that we 
have created Agni, supplying ‘our’ with śávasā (“unser Sohn durch (unsere) Kraft”); 
this might suggest that Agni is in our debt because we begot him and he ought 
therefore to become our benefactor. The other tr. invest Agni with his own strength 
and hopes that he will graciously use some of it to benefit us. 
 
I.27.6: With Ge (/WG) and Re I take the expression in pāda b as a simile or 
comparison that provides the basis for the verb ‘stream’ (kṣarasi) in c. Agni/the fire 
cannot literally be on or in a river’s wave. 
 
I.27.7: It is difficult not to interpret the agent noun yantā ́in c as a periphrastic future, 
given the subjunctives in ab, pace Tichy 1995: 226. Although it is sometimes 
claimed that no examples (or “no certain examples”) of this usage are found in the 
Saṃhitās (see esp. Macdonell VGS §152), there are too many passages in the RV 
where a future interpretation of the –tar-stem is more natural and fits the context 
better than a purely agentive one. 
 
I.27.8: Since this verse continues the thought of 7, the agent noun paryetā́ in b should 
likewise be future in value, despite Ge’s “Keiner überholt ihn.” 
 asya … káyasya cit: most tr. take these two genitives as coreferential, with the 
indefinite referring to a person – so Ge’s “Keiner überholt ihn, wer er auch sei.” But 
the person in question has already been defined as a client of Agni’s, and so an 
indefinite seems odd in context. Moreover, the other two instances of paryetár- both 
take inanimate complements; cf. VII.40.3 ná tásya rāyáḥ paryetā́sti "There exists no 
one who can encompass his wealth." Therefore I take káyasya cit as referring to 
anything belonging to the favored man, expressed by asya. Ge’s note seems to lean 
in this direction, but not his tr. 
 On śravā́yya- see I.31.5 below. 
 
I.27.10: The supposed voc. járābodha in a is problematic on several grounds. It is 
generally taken to mean something like “attentive to the early call,” but 1) the first 
member, jarā-́, is only attested in the meaning ‘old age’ (hence Old’s suggested “im 
(bis zum) Greisenalter wachend”), and 2) the second member, the thematic nominal 
bodhá-, is not otherwise found in the RV (though it does occur in the AV). I 
therefore prefer to interpret it as a pair of linked imperatives, járā bodha. The latter 
is found 5x in the RV, as impv. to the thematized aor. to √budh ‘awake’; the former 
would belong to the thematic pres. jára- of √gṛ/jṛ ‘sing’. Although this present is 
ordinarily only middle (vs. járati ‘make old’), attraction in voice would not be 
surprising in a construction like this. The long -ā of járā simply reflects the common 
lengthening of the 2nd sg. impv. Although we might expect bodha to be accented, it 
may have lost the accent when the construction ceased to be understood, or it may 
never have received it in this close semantic nexus. Under this analysis the order of 
imperatives is actually “sing (and) awake!” which I have reordered for clarity. 
Alternatively, we might take járā to √gṛ/jṛ ‘awake’, which likewise builds a Class I 



middle pres., and translate “awake (and) take heed.” See Gotō 1987: 150-56 for 
discrimination of the various Class I jára- presents. 
 Since dṛś́īka- is otherwise a neut. substantive, I have rendered it as 
appositional to stómam rather than as an adjective (e.g., Ge “ein schönes Lied”). So 
also Re (“un corps-de-louange, chose belle à voir”). Note also the synesthesia, with 
the praise-song something to be seen, not heard. 
 
I.28 Indra (Abbreviated Soma Rite) 
 See intro. for detailed discussion of my interpretation of the context of the 
hymn, which differs significantly from the standard view. 
 
I.28.1: Both pṛthúbudhna- ‘having a broad bottom’ and ūrdhvá- appear to be double-
entendres. The salacious references continue, more clearly, in vss. 3-4. 
 
I.28.6: The reference in this verse is not entirely clear, but “the lord of the wood” 
(vánaspáti-, ordinarily a word for tree, or an esp. prominent tree, then applied the 
sacrificial post) is probably here the pestle and metaphorically the erect penis. If so, 
ágram might be better tr. ‘tip’ than ‘top’ and the whole clause as “the wind blows 
across [rather than ‘through’] your tip.” In an unpublished paper on this hymn, 
"Rgveda I.28 and the Two Forms of Pressing Soma," Hanns-Peter Schmidt cites a 
Kuntāpa verse AV 20.136.6 = ŚŚS 12.24.2.7, which he tr. "The harlot, stepping over 
the mortar, said, 'Just as on thee, o tree (o wooden mortar), they strike (with the 
pestle) so may they strike on me,'" which also shows the connection of mortar and 
pestle with unlicensed sex. If the tr. is correct, the “lord of the wood” there is the 
mortar, not the pestle, as it seems to be here. In vs. 8 below, both the mortar and the 
pestle seem to be so called. 
 
I.28.7: On the motions involved, see Schaefer 1994: 163-64. 
 
I.29 Indra 
 
I.29.2: Ge takes … táva daṃsánā as a nominal sentence “du hast ja die 
Machtvollkommenheit.” This is possible. But with Gr and Re, I prefer to take 
daṃsánā as an instr. (as it often is), in order to allow the whole verse to be a single 
sentence. 
 
I.30 Indra, Aśvins, Dawn 
 
I.30.1: The word krívi- makes trouble wherever it shows up. In some of its 
occurrences it appears to be a personal name, but that is unlikely here. It is not even 
clear if all the occurrences of krívi-, even in non-personal uses, belong to a single 
stem. Here the context favors an equine reference, and I have taken it as designating 
a particular color of horse, viz., ‘blood-red’. Assuming, with most scholars, that 
krívi- in at least some of its usages is connected with krívis- in the hapax adj. krívir-



dant- (I.166.6), which possibly means ‘having gory teeth’, and that both are 
etymologically connected with kravís- ‘raw, bloody flesh’, as a color term ‘blood-red’ 
would work well. The details of the derivational relation I leave to others, but a 
putative –i-stem to the underlying root krū < *kruh2 (in krūrá- [AV+]) would have 
the shape *kruh2-i- > *kruv-i-, and assimilation to krívi- would not be difficult.  
 The verse is structured by number disharmony — the pres. part. vājayántaḥ is 
nom. plural, but the finite verb siñce is singular — reflecting the common conceptual 
fluctuation between the collectivity of priests and singers and the priest-poet 
speaking in his individual voice. 
 
I.30.2: The number disharmony continues here, at least in my view. Ge. takes the sg. 
rel. pron. yáḥ as referring to Indra and then supplies the verb ‘drinks’ to governing 
the ‘hundred’ and ‘thousand’ phrases referring to soma. But if yáḥ is instead taken as 
referring to soma and coreferential with the (unexpressed) subj. of the verb in the 
main clause rīyate, no material needs to be supplied. Instead the singular ‘which 
(soma)’ is defined as consisting of a hundred or a thousand separate drinks. So also 
Re. 
 
I.30.3: The form śuṣmíṇa (in sandhi) can represent either śuṣmíne (dat. sg.) or 
śuṣmíṇaḥ (in turn, either gen.-abl. sg. or nom.-acc. pl.). (The Pp. reads –e.) Any of 
these possibilities is possible in context, and so it may well be that the ambiguity is 
meant. As a nom. pl. it could characterize the subj. (‘they’ = soma drinks), as Re. 
takes it. As a gen. sg. it could refer to Indra, who is indeed regularly modified by this 
adj. As a dat. sg. it could modify mádāya (so Ge), or it might still refer to Indra, in 
well-known double dative construction of the type “for the tempestuous one for his 
exhilaration” à “to exhilarate the tempestuous one.” I favor an interpretation that 
attributes the word to Indra; among other things, this makes the unaccented asya in b 
easier to account for. Preferably genitive śuṣmíṇaḥ, though I have not been able to 
find a parallel expression. 
 On the surface, pāda a lacks a main verb, but it is possible that it is lurking 
there. The subordinator yád appears as yán in sandhi before a nasal. The otherwise 
unattested 3rd pl. injunctive of √i ‘go’ would have the same shape and is the expected 
verb in this idiom (cf., e.g., 3rd pl. impf. sám āyan X.27.8). I therefore suggest we 
have a notional haplology sáṃ *yád yán.  
 I do not understand the function of hí in b, which triggers accentuation of the 
main verb dadhé in c. I would at all costs prefer to avoid attributing pure emphatic 
function to hí, but this passage comes perilously close to that. 
 
I.30.4: ohase is generally taken as a 2nd sg. mid. to the root √ūh / oh, which has a 
messy set of forms. Cf., e.g., Ge. “Diese Rede von uns weisst du gewiss zu 
würdigen.” However, I interpret it as a 1st ps. –se form of the type stuṣé ‘I shall 
praise’, gṛṇīṣé ‘I shall sing’, all of which fall into this semantic sphere. Indeed the 
root has a –se formation of different shape in VIII.5.3 vā́cam … ohiṣe, with almost 
identical object (our passage: vácaḥ). For the thematic/(pseudo-)subjunctive form 



here, cf. arcase ‘I shall address” (X.64.3). Despite the complications involved in 
positing a second 1st ps. -se form to this root and separating ohase from the identical 
form in VIII.80.9, which I take as a 2nd sg. in passive usage, I prefer my 
interpretation to that of Ge (/WG) ‘value’, Re ‘take into consideration, take note of’, 
because these latter seriously attenuate or alter the meaning of the root, which 
otherwise means ‘solemnly proclaim, praise, vaunt oneself’. 
 
I.30.5: The word order of ab is rather tortured. The clause is simply a nominal 
sentence forming a relative clause, but the relative pronoun phrase yásya te, instead 
of appearing in 2nd or modified position after stotrám as is overwhelmingly common 
(see, e.g., modified 2nd in 2a śatáṃ vā yáḥ … above), comes at the very end of the 
hemistich, separated from its noun by three vocative phrases. This still counts as 2nd 
position in some sense, but the poet is pushing the limits. The te is simply there to 
indicate that the rel. pron. has 2nd ps. reference, which is of course not syntactically 
coded onto the relative. Cf. the common phrase táṃ tvā (e.g., 10a below), where the 
2nd ps. pronoun has the same function: to give 2nd ps. ref. to the demonstrative. 
 
I.30.8: yádi here stands for yád *ī, ‘when … it’ rather than ‘if’. The pronominal 
enclitic ī has been shortened before the initial cluster of śrávat. See Jamison 2002. 
 
I.30.9: Although huvé in c is morphologically problematic, its interpretation is 
imposed by context: a past-tense 3rd ps. ‘he called’. But this is the only 3rd ps. huvé 
(in contast to over 70 exx. of 1st ps. huvé, -e), and it must be preterital not present, as 
huvé otherwise is. I have no explanation. 
 The referent of the te ‘your’ in the same pāda is unclear. Assuming the 
relevant constituent is “your father’ (te … pitā)́, te should refer to the poet, or some 
poet, in whose lineage “you” are, but I would expect the poet to be the 1st ps. speaker 
of the first huvé (pāda b). Perhaps the reference to the “ancient house” in pāda a 
indicates that another, more venerable poet is on the scene, whose model (and that of 
his forebears) the current poet is following. The tr. of pāda a supplies “your” with 
“ancient house” – implying that the current poet is modeling himself on “you” and 
“your father,” but it should be remembered that the “your” of a is not explicit in the 
text. It could well be “my ancient house” (or indeed someone else’s). Though the 
pāda is repeated in VIII.69.18, that passage is not helpful in interpreting this one. 
However, I.87.5 contains an occurrence of pratná- modifying father that seems to 
assert a similar entitlement to poetic speech by lineage: I.87.5 pitúḥ pratnásya 
jánmanā vadāmasi “We speak by virtue of our kinship with our primordial father.” 
 
I.30.11: Though it modifies asmā́kam ‘of us’ and “we” are definitely male, 
śipriṇīnām ‘of the (well-)lipped ones’ is a feminine gen. pl. The form must be 
contextually motivated: the other two pādas end with (masc.) gen. pls. in -Vnām / -
Vnaam (somapā́vanām [my preference, for HvN somapā́vnãm], sákhīnãm). Esp. the 
latter, with -īnãm, invites a type of dittography: *śipriṇãm à śipriṇīnãm. But the 



problem probably can’t be separated from that of equally unexpected fem. for masc. 
návyasīnãm V.53.10, 58.1. 
 
I.30.12: Ge (WG) take iṣṭáye as “dass du rasch kommst,” without comment, but it is 
not clear to me what root they are using to produce ‘come quick’. There are several 
roots √iṣ to which iṣṭáye could belong: ‘seek, desire’ and ‘send’ are the most likely, 
along with the marginal root ‘prosper’ found in iṣáyati. A zero-grade of √yaj 
‘sacrifice’ could (and does) also produce iṣṭí-. None of these comes close to ‘come 
quick’; my conjecture is that they are connecting it with ‘send’, but forms of this root 
are always transitive. Re more reasonably assigns it to the ‘seek’ root: “… que (tu) 
cherches (des biens pour nous),” but must supply much material for it to work. I 
suggest that it belongs to this same root, but in the sense ‘desire, want’, and that the 
message here is the mutually reinforcing “we want you to want what we want.” This 
expression is somewhat reminiscent of sá naḥ sanitā ́sanáye in vs. 16: “he the winner, 
for us to win it,” though using two different but synonymous roots, rather than the 
etymological figure of 16. 
 
I.30.13: A noun needs to be supplied with revátīḥ ‘rich (fem.)’. Old suggests íṣaḥ 
‘refreshments’, which works formulaically with the rest of the lexicon in the passage 
(including the verb in c; cf., e.g., VII.64.3 iṣā́ madema, with an instr. as in our yā́bhir 
madema). Ge’s “Geschenke” (gifts) is not so happy.  
 sadhamā́da out of sandhi could end in either -e (so Pp., followed by most) or -
aḥ. Complicating the decision is the fact that both a thematic stem sadhamā́da- and a 
root noun sadhamā́d- are well attested. Though most tr. take presumed underlying 
sadhamā́de as loc. to the thematic stem (Ge “bei dem Mahlgenossen”), I think it 
possible that it is the dat. of purpose to the root noun. It is possible that Re’s “pour le 
symposion” also assumes such a dative. 
 
I.30.14: Vss. 14–15 are parallel in structure and phraseology, but this does not help 
as much as we might like. To begin at the beginning, it seems odd to refer to Indra as 
“one like you” (tvā́vān), and grammatically it is also problematic, because tvā́vant- 
ordinarily takes a 3rd ps. verb, not 2nd ps. as here. It is tempting to follow Ge’s path 
and make ab into a subordinate clause (“Wenn einer wie du…”), but this doesn’t 
work because the initial ā ́of pāda a must be construed with the ṛṇóḥ of c. The rest of 
the first hemistich, two participial phrases, is somewhat awkwardly phrased (at least 
in translation) but comprehensible: the praisers obtain Indra (or his like) in his own 
person and implore him for aid, which he provides in c. That pāda uses an idiomatic 
expression for fitting an axle between two wheels. As the presence of ná in 14c and 
the structure of vs. 15 show, this expression is a simile, to which some other action of 
Indra is being compared, even though in 14 there is no obvious frame. The meaning 
of ā́ ṛṇóḥ in the frame is somewhat different from the idiomatic usage, but not, to my 
mind, the “untranslatable wordplay” that Ge sees. I take it mean ‘fit out’, namely 
‘provide’. In 14c I supply ‘refreshments’ from the preceding vs. (13), the first vs. of 



the tṛca. Nonetheless, this translation of the tṛca, esp. 14–15, strikes me as less than 
satisfactory. 
 
I.30.17: śávīra-. Although this may just have a suffix –īra-, it is tempting to see it as 
a bahuvrīhi containing a Caland form śavi- (root śū; cf. śū́ra-) plus írā- ‘refreshment’, 
so ‘possessing powerful refreshment’. For the accent, see the many compounds with 
śuci-, e.g., śúci-jihva- ‘having a blazing tongue’. If this is correct, the translation of 
the same word in I.3.2 should be modified. There it modifies dhī-́ ‘insight’, which 
might not be as apt, but thoughts and hymns that provide refreshment are not foreign 
to the RVic conceptual universe. Although we might expect *śuvi-, ET suggests 
comparing presumed Caland forms RV ákravihasta- and PN dabhī́ti-, which 
apparently show full grade of the root. 
 The neut. adjectives gómat and híraṇyavat are generally taken to refer directly 
to the gifts that the Aśvins will provide us (e.g., Ge “Rinderbesitz … Goldbesitz (sie 
uns)!” But (as Ge suggests in his note) in I.92.16 and VIII.22.17, where the pāda is 
repeated, the adjectives modify vártiḥ ‘circuit, course’, in turn the object of forms of 
√yā ‘drive’ in VIII.22.17 (and often elsewhere). Since 17b contains yātam, I supply 
vártiḥ here as well. 
 
I.30.18: Because yójana- has a number of different meanings (‘yoking, stage of 
journey, distance, route’), the compound samānáyojana- has received a number of 
different translations. The analytic phrase samānéna yójanena occurs in I.92.3 of 
Dawn’s journey, where again ‘route’ best fits the context. 
 
I.30.19: Other passages also depict the Aśvins’ chariot with one wheel at rest 
(presumably on earth, on the ritual ground) and the other in motion (V.73.3, 
VIII.22.4), as Ge explains in his note.  
 The “head of the inviolable (bull)” is somewhat opaque, but is probably a 
mystical expression for the ritual ground – more clearly expressed in mūrdhán 
yajñásya “on the head of the sacrifice” (II.3.2, IX.17.6). Others have speculated that 
the whole complex (the two wheels and the bull’s head) refer to a constellation. See 
WG n. 
 
I.30.20: “Fair-weather friend” translates the voc. kadhapriye and is an attempt at an 
idiomatic English rendering of ‘when-friend’, i.e., ‘uncertain, fickle, or capricious 
friend’ – following Bloomfield’s (RR, ad I.38.1) attractive explanation of closely 
related kadhaprī-́ as built to the Aśvins’ epithet adhapriyā ‘then-friends’. The epithet 
is appropriate to the usually reliable Dawn in this verse because the poet questions 
her as to where she will bestow her presence and favors. 
 
I.30.21: All of pāda c is a vocative, though it is syntactically peculiar for the noun in 
the simile to be in the vocative: áśve ná, literally “like o mare.” It must have been 
attracted into the voc. by the voc. adjectives that are the points of comparison: citre 
aruṣi “bring and ruddy.” See also I.57.3 below. 



 
I.31 Agni 
 
I.31.1-2: Some reciprocal vocabulary: in 1c the kavis (the Maruts) are born under the 
vrata of Agni, while in 2b Agni as kavi tends to the vrata of the gods. In 2c note the 
phonetic figure vibhúr víśvasmai bhúvanāya. 
 
I.31.3: The mythology behind ab is related in I.143.2, as Ge points out; see also 
VI.8.4. It is not clear here why a mythological situation should be couched in the 
imperative (“become manifest!”), esp. as the second hemistich contains two 
augmented imperfects. 
 
I.31.4: Purūravas is found only here in the RV outside of his dialogue with the 
Apsaras Urvaśī in X.95. It’s not entirely clear why he is here, but his is a speaking 
name (“having much roaring”), which fits with the bellowing in pāda a. Moreover his 
son Āyu figures several times in this hymn (vss. 2, 11), and Iḍā, said to be 
Purūravas’s mother in X.95.18, also appears in vs. 11. 
 Contrary to most tr., I have segregated sukṛt́e sukṛt́taraḥ as a separate clause, 
since this expression is found in different context in I.156.5. sukṛt́- is usually used of 
the priest or ritual performer, and this interpretation fits with the 2nd hemistich, which 
refers to the ritual here and now. Starting a new sentence in pāda b also helps 
mitigate the tense disharmony in this verse, where the present in the subordinate 
clause (múcyase) is by most accounts connected to an imperfect in the main clause of 
d (anayan), the action of which should temporally follow the verb in c (or to the 
imperfect avāśayaḥ in a). By connection c instead with the last part of b, this 
temporal reversal is avoided 
 Ge (following Gr) tr. śvātra- as simply “Kraft,” but the noun belongs with the 
root √śū ‘swell’, and the image in this pāda is a vivid one: Agni’s “swelling” in his 
two parents refers to the flaming up of the fire created by the kindling sticks (already 
referred to in 2d). Both Re and WG render the ‘swell’ sense. 
 
I.31.5: údyataśruce … śravā́yyaḥ: Ge’s (/WG’s) “ruhmbringend” is not possible for 
śravā́yya-, because this is a (pseudo-)gerundive and hence passive. The dat. 
údyataśruce can serve as agent, because RVic gerundives can take dat. agents (see 
Jamison 1979 [Die Sprache 25] 137–38 n. 14), as also in other IE languages.  
 The rel. pronoun yáḥ in c has double reference: in c it refers to the priest in 
the 3rd ps. and is the subject of accented védā; in d it refers to Agni in the 2nd ps. and 
is the subject of the accented āvívāsasi. This grammatical play cannot be easily 
rendered in English. 
 ékāyu- is a hapax and also probably a pun. On the one hand it is formed like 
viśvā́yu- ‘having a complete lifetime’, dīrghā́yu- ‘having a long lifetime’, hence 
‘having a single lifetime’; on the other, it can contain the proper name of Āyu, who is 
found in vss. 2 and 11 of the hymn, hence Ge’s tr. “im Alleinbesitz des Āyu,” WG 
“den Āyu (als) einzigen (Opferer) hatte.” Although Ge (/WG) do not recognize the 



“lifetime” possibility, the parallel formations make such a reading hard to avoid. In 
the lifetime meaning, the compound presumably refers to the ritual fire’s duration 
through a single sacrifice or, more likely, through the lifetime of the sacrificer. In the 
personal-name reading, it would mean that Agni and our ritual fire have the ur-Aryan 
sacrificer and clanlord (see 11b) Āyu on their side. In vs. 11 Agni is identified with 
Āyu the clanlord, and so here, in that identify, he brings together the víśaḥ ‘clans’. 
The publ. tr. does not register the personal-name reading, which should be remedied. 
 ágre: Although in absolute usage this word can refer to the beginning of time, 
as it were, that sense seems unlikely here because of the present tense verb. I 
therefore consider it to reflect a phrase like ágre yajñásya (VII.15.5), at least in the 
primary reading. Secondarily, with the second meaning of ékāyu- (‘having Āyu as 
yours alone’), it may allude to the primal sacrifice. 
 I added the parenthetical “divine” qualifying “clans” because gods (or their 
qualities) are the usual object of āvívāsa-, and I still think that is the more likely 
interpretation. However, ET points out to me that, in light of vs. 11b tvā́m … devā́ 
akēṇvan náhuṣasya viśpátim “You … did the gods create as the clan-lord of Nahuṣa,” 
it might instead refer to human clans. Proferes (2007) argues at length, though not 
mentioning this hymn, that a royal fire can unite several clans. 
 
I.31.6: sákman is a hapax, rendered by Ge as “in der Freundschaft” but by Re as “en 
détresse” (followed explicitly by WG “aus der Not”). The former interpretation is 
surely the correct one, taking it as a derivative of the very common root √sac 
‘accompany’ and directly cognate with Aves (O+Y) haxman- ‘association, 
community’. (So EWA s.v.) Re suggests a derivation rather from √sac2 ‘dry up’, but 
the semantics of the derivation are not straightforward, and such a connection 
requires both the apparent Avestan cognate and RVic hapax sákmya- ‘comradeship’ 
to be decoupled from sákman-. It is hard to see the motivation for this proposal. It 
must have been that the context seemed not to be one of comradeship, but in fact 
there is no problem with that meaning in context: Agni demonstrates his 
comradeship with the man at issue by giving him aid. 
 I interpret the first hemistich to be entirely concerned with the sacrifice, as the 
loc. vidáthe ‘at the ceremony’ suggests. In my view vṛjiná-vartani- ‘having twisting 
turns’ envisions the sacrifice as a race-course, which the sacrificer must navigate, esp. 
the tricky turn at the further end. That the sacrifice was commonly envisioned as a 
course to traverse is clear from the word adhvara- ‘ceremony, rite’, related to 
ádhvan- ‘road, way’ and found in expressions like rathī́r adhvarāṇ́ām “charioteer of 
the rites” (I.44.9, cf. VI.7.2). Although vṛjiná- ‘twisted, crooked’ often has a morally 
negative sense (like its English glosses), in this case the twist(s) would simply be 
tricky (that is, challenging) to steer. It is possible, with some other tr., to assume that 
the twisting turns are not ritual but refer to unfortunate life circumstances, but then 
vidáthe is hard to account for. 
 The image of the sacrifice as a race-course in ab then transitions to the image 
of a race or contest in general in pāda c. The páritakmya- ‘crucial turn’ picks up the 
vṛjinávartani- of pāda a. As so often, dháne is a truncated loc. absol. for the common 



expression dháne hité (I.40.2, etc.) “when the stake is set.” The last pāda then turns 
the contest image into an actual battle; the line between contest and battle is a thin 
and permeable one in the RV. 
  
I.31.7: Though both Ge and Re make amṛtatvé ‘immortality’ and śrávase 
syntactically parallel, despite superficial appearances they are in different cases and 
should be so rendered. 
 
I.31.8: The question in ab is who is winning the stakes. I take it to be “us,” with our 
winning enabled by Agni’s giving glory to our poet. Most take it to be the poet 
himself, a poet identified as ours (“for our bard to win the stakes”). This is certainly 
possible. Indeed Old (SBE) actually interprets sanáye … kṛṇuhi as a periphrastic 
causative “make/cause to win,” with the poet the first object. Although Zehnder 
(Periphrastic Kaus., 2011) does not discuss this passage, he does recognize (p. 61) 
other examples of periphrastic causatives to √san ‘win’, which does not build a 
morphological causative (expect *sānáyati, or possibly *sanáyati).  
 apásā návena: the suffixal accent of apásā should rule out a tr. ‘work’, but 
most tr. ignore (Re actually cites it in his notes as ápas-) or overrule the accent. So 
Ge “durch das neue Machwerk” (i.e., the hymn), sim. Re, WG. Although Gr cites 
other forms of apás- in the meaning ‘work’, none of these is convincing. Therefore, 
although it would simplify the tr. to take it as neut. ‘work’, the transmitted text can 
only mean ‘worker, laborer’. My tr. implies that we have a new poet, or perhaps the 
bard, made glorious by Agni in pāda b, takes a new lease on his poetic life. 
Alternatively, we might follow Old (SBE), who alone paid attention to the accent and 
tr. “with the help of the young active (Agni).” 
 
I.31.9-10: Some patterned responsion in these two verses: 9 tanū-kṛt́ … prámatiḥ / 10 
prámatiḥ … vayas-kṛt́. However, although these two verses are roughly in the middle 
of the hymn and patterned responsion is characteristic of omphalos verses, the 
repetitions do not seem sufficiently important to constitute an omphalos. On the 
relationship between prámati- and váyas- and between tanū- and váyas- see disc. ad 
I.71.7, where it is suggested that tanū-́ and váyas- are the tangible and intangible 
elements that together make up a living being.  
 
I.31.11: On Āyu and Iḍā see disc. ad vs. 4 above. This verse clearly refers to the 
primal institution of the ritual fire at the Ārya sacrifice, but the details are somewhat 
obscure.  
 Because of the tense differences between c and d (augmented impf. akṛṇvan 
vs. pres. jā́yate), I follow Re in taking d as the content of Iḍā’s instruction, namely 
that in mundane current-day terms Agni/ritual fire has a mere human father, the 
sacrificer, though it was the gods who originally created him/it.  
 



I.31.12: The theme of protection gets hammered home by the use of three different 
roots in this semantic sphere: √pā (pāyúbhiḥ a), √rakṣ (rakṣa b, rakṣamāṇaḥ d), and 
√trā (trātā ́c ). 
 
I.31.13: The man who lacks even a quiver lacks weapons and is therefore defenseless. 
 My interpr. of cd differs significantly from the standard (though it is close to 
Ge’s alternate, given at the end of his n. on 13cd). Most take yó rātáhavyaḥ as a 
nominal rel. cl. referring to the worshipper, with coreferential resumptive pronoun 
tám in the main clause vanóṣi tám, whose subject is Agni (e.g., Ge “Wer Opfer 
spendet  … den begehrst du.”). (Its initial position in its clause would of course 
account for the accent on the main verb.) This interpretation has several merits: the 
skeletal syntactic structure is clear; it explains the unusual position of the tám; it 
parallels the structure of 14b; and rātáhavya- is more often used of mortals than of 
gods (a usage that might be supported here by the parallel compound 
práyatadakṣiṇa- in 15a). However, it makes the phrase kīréś cin mántram mánasā 
impossible to construe: the acc. sg. mántram has nothing governing it, and the 
“solution” in such tr. is simply to set it off by dashes and hope for the best. I 
therefore prefer to take cd as a single relative clause with Agni as subject. The adj. 
rātáhavya- can modify gods, including Agni in IV.7.7. This reconfiguring of the 
syntax allows mántram to be the obj. of vanóṣi, with the point being that Agni, by 
properly performing his ritual duties, acquires a powerful mantra for the weakling in 
his charge. (The perhaps overly heavy tr. “mental spell” was meant to highlight the 
etymological relationship with mánas- ‘mind’.)  
 My interpretation differs from the standard in other smaller ways. In c I take 
dhā́yase not as a quasi-infinitive to √dhā ‘place, establish’ (e.g., Ge “um sich 
Sicherheit zu schaffen”), a formation not otherwise found, but to the standard s-stem 
dhā́yas- ‘nourishment’ to √dhā(y) ‘nourish’. I also take kīréś cid with the preceding 
dative phrase, rather than with mántram.  
 
I.31.14: Again my interpr. differs from the standard, though not as radically as in vs. 
13. Most tr. take ab as a single clause with, implicitly, an embedded nominal relative 
clause spā́rhaṃ yád réknaḥ paramám. The main clause resumes with vanóṣi, hence 
the accent, and the yád clause is picked up by tád. The problem is that the RV does 
not ordinarily allow embedded relatives; all relative clauses are either pre- or 
postposed, as Hale has argued in the past. I therefore supply the frame “you are 
kindled as protector” + dative from the parallel vs. 13ab. Note that Agni as protector 
also begins the next verse (15). 
 The phrase prá pā́kaṃ śā́ssi prá díśaḥ in d causes problems, because, despite 
the strong superficial parallelism, the two accusatives pā́kam and díśaḥ do not appear 
to be parallel. I have translated them as parallel, but admit the awkwardness. If the 
verb prá śāssi is used in the same way in both iterations, the “quarters,” that is, the 
geographical directions, are receiving the same instruction as the simple man. In 
support of this interpretation ET remarks “my guess is that the poet intends a contrast 
between two extremes (the limited simple man and the vast semi-divine quarters) as 



recipients of instruction from the one who is superior to all in knowledge.” Ge 
supplies a different verb with the second prá phrase: “du (gibst) Weisungen,” 
suggesting that while pā́kam refers to the person who receives the instruction, díśaḥ 
might rather express the content (“directions”) of the instruction.   
 
I.31.15: In upamā ́I prefer to see the first attestation of the root noun compound 
upamā-́ ‘likeness’ (< ‘measure’), rather than the adverbial instrumental preferred by 
Old and apparently followed by the standard tr. How an instr. would function here is 
not clear to me, and Ge’s “der kommt zu oberst im Himmel” seems to push sópamā́ 
diváḥ further than the meager expression will take it. Old’s objection is that for such 
a root noun we would expect nom. sg. upamāḥ́, but this isn’t apposite: in this sandhi 
situation upamā́ would be the outcome in any case, so it is only the Pp. reading that 
enforces an underlying –ā ́final. Moreover, the parallel compounds pramā-́ and 
pratimā-́ are attested in the RV with clear asigmatic nom. sg. (X.130.3), suggesting 
that they have been reinterpreted as -ā-stems (see Scar p. 378). There is no reason 
that an upamā-́ wouldn’t have been treated similarly. See also upamā́ in VIII.60.13. 
 
I.31.16: I interpret mīmṛṣaḥ slightly differently with its two different objects, as 
“make x forgotten” and “make us forget x” respectively. The verb ‘forget’ is an I/T 
verb of perception (in the terms of my 1983 book), and its causative thus can take 
two different types of constructions. 
 Agni is “whirling” (bhṛḿi-) because of the movements of his smoke and 
flames. 
 
[I.32 JPB] 
 
I.33 Indra 
 
I.33.1: There is no overt interrogative marker in b, but the kuvíd of c may suggest a 
similar question in b. 
 The transitive thematic subjunctive vāvṛdhāti is assigned to the “Aorist des 
Caus.” by Gr, but the properly formed redupl. caus. aorist ávīvṛdha- occupies that 
slot. Other than our form, all forms belonging to the vāvṛdha- stem are medial, and it 
seems best to follow Kü (471) in seeing this thematic stem as built to the perfect in 
order to allow the root-final consonant to be maintained in forms like 2nd sg. impv. 
vāvṛdhásva (since athem. *vāvṛtsvá could be taken to the root √vṛt ‘turn’). These 
medial intrans./reflex. forms in turn generated the oppositional trans. act. vāvṛdhāti. 
 I take kétam páram in d as referring to Indra’s “distant intention” (which we 
hope to move closer to us; see úpa in 1a, 2a), rather than our “highest wish,” as is 
standard. The middle voice of āvárjate may support this. However the other 
interpretation is certainly possible. 
 



I.33.2: Given the importance of the close/distant theme in these verses and the 
repeated úpa’s of 1a and 2a, upamébhiḥ in c should probably be rendered not only as 
“best” but also “nearest/most intimate.” 
 
I.33.3: Although the gen. in the rel. cl. yásya váṣṭi appears to be parallel to aryáḥ, as 
I’ve tr. it, it may be better as a datival gen. “for whomever he wishes,” that is, Indra 
redistributes cows belonging to enemies to his friends. 
 I’ve tr. the part. coṣkūyámāṇaḥ as an impv. to avoid the awkwardness of 
“continuing to poke…” 
 In my opinion asmád ádhi continues the “distance” theme, and is equivalent 
to the common āré asmát. 
 
I.33.4: vádhīḥ … ghanéna, with verbal √vadh and nominal √han reverses the 
expected distribution found, e.g., in VII.104.16 … hantu mahatā́ vadhéna (cf. also 
I.94.9), with verbal √han and nominal √vadh. 
 The phrase ékaś cáran is a first instantiation of the lexeme famous in much 
later times from the Rhinoceros(-horn) Sūtra. For the phrase in the dharma lit. and 
the association with the rhinoceros (not, in my opinion, its horn), see Jamison 1998. 
 upaśāká- is only here, but śāká- is several times used of the Maruts or 
Aṅgirases in their roles as helpers of Indra (IV.17.11, V.30.10). Therefore, though 
there is a disjunction between “going it alone” and being accompanied by a host of 
helpers, I take upaśākébhiḥ as personal here. The upa- may mark them as particularly 
subsidiary, or it may simply have been prefixed to the stem because it is a signature 
word in this part of the hymn. 
 Other tr. take sanaká- as the name of a group, but it seems a perfectly well-
formed -ka-suffixed form of sána- ‘old’, with a pejorative diminuitive sense 
appropriate to belittling one’s enemies. So Edgerton (1911 [k-suffixes]): 53): “the old 
rascals.” My “old codgers” is also an attempt to capture the slangy and deprecatory 
tone. On the demotic value of –ka- see Jamison 2009 (IIJ 52). 
 Ge takes prétim īyuḥ as an idiom “gingen in den Tod,” but despite the later 
such usage of pra √i, this idiom does not appear in the RV. As indicated in the intro., 
I take this as referring to the separation of sacrificers from non-sacrificers. 
 
I.33.5: Because the verb in d, adhamaḥ, is unaccented, something must be supplied to 
complete the subordinate clause of c (prá yád …). It seems simplest to supply a form 
of the verb √i ‘go’, esp. as prá √i is found in 4d. Ge’s solution, to supply the same 
verb as in d, is possible, but seems pleonastic. 
 
I.33.6: The Navagvas are ordinarily adherents of Indra’s. In order to preserve this 
alliance, we must assume that the plural reference in pādas a-c alternates, with a and 
c referring to Indra’s enemies, and b to his friends. 
 vṛṣāyúdho ná vádhrayaḥ is the clearest echo in this hymn of the phraseology 
of the immediately preceding, very famous hymn depicting the Indra-Vṛtra battle: 



I.32.7c vṛ́ṣṇo vádhriḥ pratimā́nam búbhūṣan “a steer who tried to be the measure of a 
bull.” 
 citáyantaḥ is unclear, as forms built to this stem often are, and the tr. differ 
appreciably: Ge “zu Einsicht kommend,” WG “erkennend,” Re “se rendant compte.” 
In my opinion, it is in its usual intrans. value “appearing” and adds a simile-like 
aspect to the main verb āyan, a sort of utprekṣā. 
 
I.33.8: The verse is full of adornment/clothing terms; clear are śúmbhamāna- 
‘adorning themselves’ in b and pari √dhā ‘clothe’ in c. In pāda a the middle 
participle cakrāṇāsa- has a clear parallel in the adornment phrase in VIII.14.5 
cakrāṇá opaśáṃ diví “creating for himself a headdress in heaven.” As in the previous 
verses, there seem to be two contending sides, the enemies found in pādas abc and 
the friends in d. “Having made for themselves a girdle from the earth” in a is easily 
interpretable in this framework: the enemies have fallen and are perhaps dead. But 
“adorning themselves with a golden amulet” in b is more difficult, since a golden 
amulet sounds like a positive decorative item. However, Younger Avestan has a 
compound zarənu-maini (Yt. 14.33), apparently made of related verbal material, 
which is the epithet of a vulture, found in a passage in which the vulture espies 
bloody meat from far distances. If there is a connection between the two (see EWA 
s.v. maṇí), “to adorn oneself with a golden amulet” may mean figuratively “to 
become food for vultures.” In contrast to Indra’s doomed adversaries in ab, in d he 
clothes his “spies” with the sun; sunlight is often a symbol of untroubled life, as in 
the often repeated wish “to see the sun” (sū́ryaṃ dṛśé and related expressions). 
 
I.33.9: ET points out that the verb of ab pári … ábubhojīḥ “you coiled around” might 
be more appropriate as a description of Vṛtra; it is almost as if Indra is appropriating 
the qualities of his opponents in addition to his own and thereby showing himself to 
be even more powerful. The form ábubhojīḥ itself is isolated, the only reduplicated 
form to the root √bhuj ‘bend’. Kü gives it a lemma in his monograph on the perfect 
(351–52) but does not commit himself further, beyond stating that the form is a 2nd sg. 
preterite “in der statisch-attingenten Bedeutung” and suggesting that there might 
have originally been a stative perfect that is no longer alive in Vedic. This would 
allow a plausible analysis of our form as a pluperfect, with a renewed ending –īs, to 
avoid expected but non-transparent *abubhok. JL points to the mirror-image phonetic 
echo ubhe ábubhojīr across the pāda boundary. 
 adhamaḥ in d needs to be read with both pādas, c and d. 
 
I.33.10: The rel. clauses with plural subj. in ab have no possible connection with 
anything in the second hemistich. I take them instead as completing the portrayal of 
the conflict between the two moieties depicted in the earlier parts of the hymn. The 
pl. rel. prn. yé has no direct antecedent in the preceeding pāda (9d), though it can 
pick up the intent of sg. dásyum; it can also hark a little further back to 9c 
ámanyamānān ‘heedless ones,’ as H-P Schmidt suggests (B+I).  



 If pādas ab close the preceding myth, the rest of the verse seems to allude 
glancingly to the Vṛtra (c) and Vala (d) myths. 
 
I.33.11: abhí dyū́n: acc. pl. dyū́n almost always refers to ‘days’ (as in the expression 
ánu dyū́n “through the days,” which regularly occupies this same metrical position. 
However, pace Re’s “pour toujours” (which is, in any event, not equivalent to 
“through the days”), a temporal interpretation does not work here. Ge (/WG) “für die 
Himmels(götter),” for which there is no support (their I.190.4 is better tr. otherwise) 
and whose datival “für” is an odd rendering of abhí. My “to high heavens” (the “high” 
being imported from the English idiom) rests on the adj. abhídyu- ‘heaven-bound’; as 
ET suggests it can be taken as a decomposition of this adjective, which, as it happens, 
is almost always pāda final. 
 
I.33.12: Bloomfield’s disc. of the 2nd hemistich (RR) is interpretively useful, though 
somewhat dismissively phrased. It is too long to paraphrase here, but he acutely 
observes that previous translators have glossed over the problem that Indra is 
uncharacteristically depicted as at the end of his strength. 
 
I.33.13: Stylistically the verse is marked by 4 fronted preverbs in tmesis, an effect 
not possible to convey in English without awkwardness. 
 
I.33.15: śáma- ‘hornless’ found only here and in I.32.15, another piece of shared 
terminology.  
 
I.34 Aśvins 
 
I.34.1: “Three times a day” (tríḥ … adyá) opens the hymn, announcing the hymn’s 
“three” theme and also linking it to the three pressings of the Soma Sacrifice. 
 predicative voc. navedasā here rendered as part of a phrasal verb, with impv. 
bhavatam. 
 The second hemistich is built on an etymological relationship between the 
instrument noun yantrá- (c) and the gerundive abhyāyaṃsénya- (d), both built to the 
root √yam ‘hold’ (the second form presumably to the s-aor. of that root; so AiG 
II.2.503, though the reason for using this base isn’t clear). This word play is lost in 
Ge’s (/WG’s) tr., but I have aimed to keep it, unfortunately producing some 
awkwardness in the English. 
 
I.34.4: suprāvyè: prāvī-́ and related forms we take, following Old (Noten ad II.13.9; 
also Scar. 501) to √vī ‘pursue’, rather than to √av ‘help’ (e.g., Gr). The forms are 
specialized for the pursuit of ritual activities. 
 tredhéva “as if threefold” presumably refers to the Aśvins, who, though only 
being a pair, are as effective as if they were three. 
 With Ge (/WG) I take akṣárā (in akṣáreva) as nom. sg. fem., corresponding to 
the Aśvins, who are subject to pinvatam. See Old’s somewhat inconclusive disc. 



(ZDMG 63 [=KlSch p. 310]) of the various options. Rivelex (I.16–17) takes it as a 
neut. nom. pl. collective; Gr. also as a neut. pl., though without specifying case. 
 
I.34.5: sū́re duhitā́ “daughter of the Sun” preserves, by most accounts, the archaic 
sandhi of final –as > -e before initial dental. For further disc., see Jamison 2010 (Fs. 
Melchert). The myth on which this pāda is based, Sūryā’s marriage, is not otherwise 
mentioned in this hymn. On the formulaic representation of the myth in the RV see 
Jamison 2001 (Fs. Parpola). 
 
I.34.6: Ge (/WG) take mámakāya as referring to the poet himself (“… meiner 
Wenigkeit”), with sūnáve in apposition and identifying the poet as the Aśvins’ son 
(“als (eurem) Sohne”). This is certainly possible and in line with the self-deprecatory 
use of mámaka- in I.31.11 for the poet-sacrificer’s self-reference. It is by no means 
necessary, however, and it does introduce extra machinery. 
 
I.34.7 ātméva vāt́aḥ is an underlying grammatical pun. Though vā́ta- is of course an 
Indo-Iranian word for ‘wind’, historically it is actually a thematized present 
participle to the ‘blow’ root. Here I think it is an adjective ‘blowing’ qualifying ā̛tmā,́ 
which is itself being compared to wind in this simile. ātmán- here shows its older 
‘(life-)breath’ sense, not the ‘self, soul’ that already begins to take over in the RV. 
 
I.34.8: I take the kṛtám in b as predicated of both āhāvāḥ́ and havíḥ, with number 
agreement with the nearer noun and slightly different senses (at least in English). 
 
I.34.10: It is a physical oddity that the two Aśvins are apparently credited with plural 
mouths. There are two possible solutions: 1) The plural expression has been adopted 
from elsewhere. There is one other occurrence of madhupébhir āsábhiḥ (IV.45.3), 
unfortunately also in an Aśvins hymn; however, other examples of āsábhiḥ occur in 
plural context. 2) The mouths don’t belong exclusively to the Aśvins, but to other 
soma-drinking gods. The 33 gods who accompany the Aśvins here for drinking in the 
next verse might support this possibility. 
 
I.34.12: The ca of d has no obvious function; Klein (DGRV I.227-28) ascribes the 
construction to “looser nexus.” 
 
I.35 Savitar 
 
I.35.4: I take kṛṣṇā́ rájāṃsi loosely as an accusative of extent. Others (Ge, Re) supply 
a verb to govern this phrase (‘verbreitend’ and ‘pour traverser” respectively), while 
still others (Macd., Falk 1988, WG) take it as a second acc. with dádhānaḥ, as 
appositive to táviṣīm “assuming the dark realms as his power.” This latter solution is 
possibly grammatically and does not require additional material to be supplied, but I 
am somewhat dubious that the dark realms constitute his power. 
  



I.35.6: This verse of cosmic mystery decked out in numerology comes as a surprise 
after the simple, descriptive beginning of this hymn. The syntax of c is ambiguous: 
Ge (Re / WG) takes amṛt́ā as nom. pl., supplying “him” as acc. with ádhi √sthā: 
“Alles Unsterbliche ruht (auf ihm)…” I follow Old, who takes it as acc. pl., citing 
III.38.4 ā́ viśvárūpo amṛt́āni tasthau “Having all forms, he mounted on the immortal 
(things?).” 
 
I.35.7: In some ways a responsive verse to the previous one(s): ví … akhyat (a) 
parallels 5a ví … akhyan; ciketa (c) responds to cíketat in 6d; and the three heavens 
of 6a are alluded to in the query in 7d katamāṃ́ dyā́m “to which heaven (of three or 
more)?” 
 
I.35.8: In b I read trī ́with both dhánva and yójanā (taking both as neut. pl.). The 
position of the numeral favors taking it with dhánva, which could, however, be 
singular; in favor of reading the numeral (also) with yójanā is X.86.20 dhánva ca yát 
kr̥ntátram ca, káti svit tā́ ví yójanā “Wasteland and chasm -- how many yojanas (of 
distance) are they away (from here).” (Note that dhánva is singular in this passage.) 
 
I.35.10: On svávām ̐as nom. sg. of the -s-stem sv-ávas-, see AiG III.287. The Pp. 
analyses it rather as svá-vān ‘possessing propery’. Curiously Macdonell (Ved. 
Reader, ad loc.) claims to be following the Pp., but tr. ‘aiding well’. 
 Most tr. take pratidoṣám as a temporal, “towards evening” or “every evening.” 
I think rather that it’s spatial, construed naturally with ásthāt ‘took his place, stood’. 
The god is facing west. The same expression, also of Savitar, is found in VI.71.4, 
though it does not clinch the interpretation. 
 
I.35.11: Although it is possible to construe c directly with d, it seems best, following 
Ge, to supply a verb of motion in c. The d pāda has a close parallel in I.114.10, 
suggesting that it is independent.  
 Note the unusual duplication of the nominal referent in both rel. and main 
clause: yé … pánthāḥ … / tébhiḥ … pathíbhiḥ.  
 
I.36 Agni 
 
I.36.1: purūṇā́m is generally construed as qualifying yahvám, but this requires taking 
the latter as an implicit superlative (Ge “den Jüngsten unter vielen”), which it is not. 
(JL points out that a derivative of the real superlative, yáviṣṭhya, appears twice in the 
hymn, vs.. 6, 15.) Better to take it as parallel to viśā́m, though since víś- is fem., not 
modifying it as Proferes (2007: 31) does.  
 
I.36.10, 17: As often it is difficult to know when to tr. analyzable words as PNs 
rather than literally. There is no particular reason that I explicitly allowed both 
possibilities in vs. 10 and only the PN in 17. 
 



I.36.13: añjíbhiḥ would have been better rendered as ‘ornaments’ than ‘unguents’, 
and as ET suggests, these ornaments could be vocal. 
 
I.36.14: In keeping with I.37.14, it might be best to change ‘favor’ to ‘friendship’ for 
dúvaḥ in d. 
 
I.36.18: Ge (/WG) takes dásyave sáhaḥ as a phrasal personal name “Dasyave Sahas,” 
a personal name that would have to be neuter. Better to follow Old (SBE) by taking it 
as a qualifier of Agni. Re also rejects the personal name interpr., but considers it a 
pāda-final truncation of the instr. sáhasā. (Because sáhaḥ can be construed without 
problem as the nom./acc. neut. it appears to be there is no reason to resort either to 
Re’s truncation or to an archaic instr. sg. zero-grade ending *-h1 in the mode of Hale 
[Fs. Melchert].) Old’s interpretation finds support in 19, where the second pāda 
contains an entirely parallel phrase qualifying Agni, with neut. noun construed with 
benefactive dative: jyótir jánāya “a light for the people.”  
 
I.36.19: ukṣitá- is ppl. to both √vakṣ/ukṣ ‘grow’ and √ukṣ ‘sprinkle’; both meanings 
are apt for Agni. 
 
I.36.20: I read ná twice in b, both as the neg. with the dat. infinitive prátītaye and as a 
simile marker, evoking the common phrase mṛgó ná bhīmáḥ (I.154.2, etc.) and its 
variants. 
 
I.37 Maruts 
 
I.37.1-2: An “improper” relative construction, with masc. pl. yé in 2a picking up 
śárdhaḥ ‘troop’ of 1a, which is grammatically neut. sg., though conceptually plural. 
 
I.37.3: The Pp. reads pl. káśāḥ ‘whips’ here, and standard tr. follow this, making it 
the subj. of vádān. But kaśā- is otherwise only sg. in the RV, even when plural 
entities wield it. I therefore take it as sg. káśā and as the subj. of śṛṇve, with the 
Maruts as unexpressed subj. of vádān. This also makes better sense of the positions 
of both eṣām and yád: most tr. construe eṣām with hásteṣu, which means the 
unaccented pronoun would begin a clause. And yád would be too far to the right in 
its clause: we expect ya-forms to follow at most one constituent. (Of course, it might 
be possible to interpret eṣām káśā hásteṣu “the whip in their hands” as a single 
constituent, but this would be pushing it.) 
 
I.37.5: It is possible to take prá śaṃsā as 1st sg. subjunctive, as Re. does, though there 
seems no compelling reason not to continue with a 2nd sg. impv., following the 2nd pl. 
gāyata in the previous pāda (4c). 
 Pāda b seems an incipient izafe construction, with an appositive introduced by 
yád -- even though it is grammatically impeccable as a standard rel. cl. (allowing for 



the attraction in gender to neut. yád of putative *yám, whose antecedent ághnyam is 
masc.). 
 Ge unaccountably interprets the med. pf. vāvṛdhe as a 1st sg. (“Ich habe mich 
… gestärkt”; so also WG), though he doesn’t read prá śaṃsā in a as 1st ps. Although 
this is grammatically possible, context suggests that the Marut troop is the subj. of 
this verb.  
 
I.37.6: Although nouns not in the vocative case generally lose their accent in 
vocatival phrases (type sūno sahasaḥ “o son of strength”), the conjoined genitives 
diváś ca gmáś ca retain their standard accent though part of the voc. phrase headed 
by dhūtayaḥ “o shakers” – presumably in part because the pāda needs to begin with 
an accented word. 
 
I.37.9: The syntactic structure of this verse is not clear, in great part because it 
contains no finite verbs, and most tr. leave the structure undefined. In my interpr. 
pāda a is a causal clause dependent on the main clause of pāda b, with yát … śávaḥ in 
the relative cluase of pāda c coreferential with the váyaḥ of b. The point is that at the 
point of birth, in a stable situation (a), the Maruts had the strength to leave their 
mother’s womb on their own (nír √i is a lexeme specialized for birth contexts; cf., 
e.g., IV.18.2, V.78.9) (b), and that same strength remains with them (c).   
 
I.37.10: The standard tr. separate pādas a and b and supply a verb with the former 
(e.g., Ge “stimmen”) with no obvious source. I prefer to take the two pādas together 
and take kāṣ́ṭhāḥ as an unmarked simile: “their songs (like) race-course posts.” The 
lexeme úd √tan then has the meaning ‘stretch upward, erect’; this is the only finite 
form of the idiom in the RV (or, it seems, anywhere), which is mostly attested in the 
frozen adjective uttāná- ‘stretching upward, stretching out’. 
 Why their knees are bent is a matter of speculation, but it probably refers to a 
crouching position suitable for driving (cf. VIII.92.3). 
 
I.37.11: Although most tr. take the “child of mist” to be the rain, its physical 
description here (“long and wide”) makes better sense for a cloud. 
 ámṛdhra- normally means ‘not neglectful, not slighting’, but this doesn’t yield 
much sense here. I therefore take it in the passive sense ‘not (to be) neglected / 
slighted’; English “not negligible” provides a perfect idiomatic counterpart. 
 
I.37.13: The mutual chatter of the Maruts on their journey refers of course to the 
thunder. 
 
I.37.15: This final verse is oddly disjointed. For one thing there must be a change of 
person from 2nd (vaḥ) to 3rd (eṣām) in ab in reference to the Maruts; it is difficult not 
to take these pl. pronouns as coreferential. I supply dúvaḥ in a, because this pāda is 
structurally similar to 14b; however, this is not strictly necessary, and an 
interpretation like Ge’s “Denn es gibt etwas für euch zum Schwelgen” is certainly 



possible. As for pāda b, it is generally taken to mean “we are theirs,” and, again, this 
is possible. But given its structural similarity to the immediately preceding pāda, I 
interpret it in similar fashion, as suggesting that we have something to offer them. 
The last pāda then expresses what our service to the Maruts should bring about for us. 
 
I.38 Maruts 
 
I.38.1: For kadhapriyaḥ see I.30.20. In this passage the connection of this voc. with 
the interrogative is esp. clear, since the pāda begins kád dha “what indeed?” kád is 
translated twice, for clarity. 
 
I.38.2: The gen./abl. form of diváḥ and pṛthivyāḥ́ is somewhat surprising, but, with 
Old, it is best to assume they depend on kvà. Although the ná separating them is 
somewhat surprising, it is possible to take it as a real simile particle rather than a 
bleached connective (Re’s “aussi bien que…”). Since the point of this tṛca is the 
anxiety occasioned by the Maruts’ absence from our sacrifice, the poet worries that 
the Maruts have disappeared to some other sacrificer on earth as definitively as if 
they had gone off to heaven. 
 In the simile in c, “in a pasture” is supplied on the basis of the formula √ran 
gā́vo ná yávase (V.53.16, etc.). Note that the expected yávase shows up below in 5a, 
in a slightly off-kilter simile. This might be taken as “poetic repair” (see Jamison 
2006: Paris poetics), but simultaneously “de-repair,” in that it introduces an element 
from one verbal complex into another, where it is unexpected. 
 
I.38.5: See remarks ad vs. 2 on the simile here.  
 The “path of Yama” is of course the path to death (or after death, to Yama’s 
world). The prohibitive mā ́of pāda a must have domain also over pāda c. 
 
I.38.6: durháṇā and related forms are most likely Middle Indic developments of 
*durhṛ́ṇā (etc.) ‘evil rage’ from √hṛ ‘be angry’. See EWA s. HAR I.  
 Ge (WG) take párāparā as representing pára+apara- ‘further and nearer, 
earlier and later’, but Old’s interpr. (followed by Re) as an āmreḍita preposition 
‘further and further, ever further’ is more appealing. As Re points out, the adv. párā 
and related forms are characteristic of nírṛti-. 
 
I.38.7: The standard interpr. of avāta- here is ‘windless’, but with Gr (see also Lub) I 
take it to the homonymous stem ‘unextinguishable, unquenchable’ (√vā ‘extinguish’). 
The point here is that even in a waterless place the Maruts can make rain: wind is 
irrelevant, but water that doesn’t give out is crucial. Cf. avánīr avātāḥ́ “unquenchable 
streams” in I.62.10. 
 
I.38.8: “lightning bellows” – a mixed image, of a type not uncommon in Marut 
hymns. 
 



I.38.10: Ge (WG) takes the sádma phrase as a parallel subject to mā́nuṣāḥ (requiring 
a sg. form of reja- to be supplied), but an acc. extent-of-space interpretation works 
just as well, without needing an extra verb. So also Re. 
 The last three verses (7–9) describing the thunderstorm are all couched in the 
present tense, so the augmented imperfect árejanta is somewhat surprising. Vs. 10 
does begin a new tṛca, however. 
 
I.38.11: ródhas- is a bulwark or fortification (√rudh ‘obstruct’), in this context 
indicating the ‘banks’ of a river, which keep the waters within. 
 
I.38.12: The change of person between pādas, 2nd pl. vaḥ in a, 3rd pl. eṣām in b, is 
exactly the same as in I.37.15 and equally inexplicable. I have therefore failed to tr. 
eṣām. It is possible, of course, that eṣām doesn’t refer to the Maruts, but to part of the 
listed equipage, perhaps the chariots – hence “Let your wheel-rims be steady, and 
(your) chariots and their horses” – but the parallel structure in the previous hymn 
makes that unlikely.  
 
I.38.13: I have tr. jarā́yai as ‘to awaken him’, but this is probably wrong, however 
appealing in context. The noun jarā-́ only means ‘old age’, and therefore some 
version of Ge’s “dass er das Greisenalter (uns schenke)” is better. Its intent would 
match the last pāda of the previous hymn, I.37.15c “in order (for us) to live a full 
lifetime,” and the two hymns have much in common. 
 
I.38.14: The first two pādas contain two punning verbs, whose double meanings 
reinforce each other: mimīhí can belong to √mā ‘bellow’ and √mā ‘measure’ 
(generally assigned only to the latter and so tr.). In the first meaning it refers to the 
sound of the song, in the second to its regulated production, that is, to its meter. 
tatanaḥ can belong to √tan ‘thunder’ and √tan ‘stretch out’ (Gr assigns to the former, 
but standard tr. reflect the latter). In the first meaning it again refers to the sound of 
the song, in the second, again to its method of production – in this case, the 
prolonging of a tone or note. The second meanings of both verbs clearly belong to 
the technical vocabulary of singing (see the next pāda, 14c, as well), the former 
connect the poet’s sounds to those of the Maruts’ thunderstorm (cf. mimāti ‘bellows’ 
in 8a). 
 
I.38.15: The two occurrences of tveṣá-, 7a and 15b, both referring to the Maruts, 
should have been harmonized in tr. (currently ‘dazzling’ and ‘glittering’ 
respectively). A regrettable if minor lapse. 
 
I.39 Maruts 
 
I.39.1: mā́na- seems to activate the same pun on the homonymous roots √mā as was 
noted in the preceding hymn, I.38.14. The Maruts project both their bellowing and 
the measure of their song. (Standard tr. only recognize the ‘measure’ sense.) 



 “Like a flame” – what does śocíḥ correspond to in the frame of the passage? 
Ge (/WG) take it as parallel to “you” (=Maruts), as the agent of throwing, and supply 
an object “(ihren Schein).” But since śocís- is a neuter, it can as easily be an 
accusative and express the thrown object, and this seems to me the more likely 
interpretation (perhaps influenced by the modern flame-thrower). In a Marut context 
it could stand for the lightning they deploy in addition to the thunder represented by 
mā́nam. For further on this image see disc. at vs. 10. 
 
I.39.2: The two contrastive pādas of the first hemistich express offensive and 
defensive procedures respectively. 
 
I.39.3: Standard treatments (including Old) divide pāda a into a rel. cl. and main 
clause (e.g., Ge “Was fest ist, stosset ihr um”), accounting for the accent on hathá by 
its placement immediately after the rel. cl. However, this interpr. requires taking yát 
sthirám as an embedded relative, preceded by the preverb+part. associated with the 
main verb (párā ha). Since RV does not have embedded relatives, it is best to take 
yád as the subordinator for the whole hemistich (with domain over vartáyatha as 
well). This also makes the two pādas more parallel: the Ge’s tr. of b as also 
consisting of rel. cl. main cl. (“was schwer ist, bringet …”) is impossible. 
 
I.39.4: The opening of pāda c is identical to 2c. The rest of this hemistich presents a 
few problems. The phrase tánā yujā ́is rendered variously. My translation is based on 
the observation that in almost every single instance yujā ́follows an instr. in an 
expression meaning “with X as yoke-mate” (X may either be animate [e.g., I.8.4 
tváyā yujā]́ or inanimate [e.g., X.83.3 tápasā yujā́ “with fervor as yokemate”]). In 
this case, I take the root noun tán- to refer to the Marut’s entire lineage, in other 
words their family heritage and their sibling connections to each other. The instr. 
phrase sárvayā viśā́ “with your whole clan” in the next vs. (5d) may convey the same 
meaning. Taking tánā as ‘lineage’ here also has the merit of allowing a semantic 
connection with tánāya in 7a. 
 I separate the two pādas (so als Re), in great part because of the position of nū́ 
cid, which usually opens its clause (here after an extra-sentential voc. rúdrāsaḥ). 
However, a tr. similar to Ge’s, “your might is never to be open to challenge,” would 
also be possible. 
 
I.39.5: The two other occurrences of durmáda- ‘badly drunk’ (I.32.6, VIII.2.12) are 
both in martial context and seem to refer to warriors intoxicated on the frenzy of 
battle. The other occurrences are quite negative, whereas here we must take the word 
as positive or neutral in describing the Maruts, who are, to be sure, frequently 
depicted as being almost out of control. I think this is the point of comparison. 
 
I.39.8: The threatening ábhva- (< privative á- + √bhū; cf. WG “Unwesen”) that 
besets us represents the Vedic fear of formlessness. 
 



I.39.9: The signature word of this final tṛca is ásāmi-, Ge’s “vollkommen” 
“complete.” It literally means “without a half, not halved,” and the insistence on this 
unusual form merits a literal translation, in my view, although it is less fluent than 
the paraphrase. 
 káṇvaṃ dadá “you gave Kaṇva” -- the grammar is clear, but the meaning 
somewhat odd. What is presumably meant is the ancient poet Kaṇva, ancestral to the 
current line. 
 
I.39.10: This verse shows a type of ring-composition with vs. 1, in sense though not 
vocabulary. The hymn begins (1b) with a shooting/throwing metaphor, śocír ná 
mā́nam ásyatha “(when) you cast your measure/bellowing like a flame.” The last 
pāda of the hymn (10d) makes the shooting image more pointed: íṣuṃ ná sṛjata 
dvíṣam “you launch your enmity like an arrow.” The “shooting” verb √as of 1b is 
replaced by more generic √sṛj ‘launch, release’, but the simile specifies an arrow, 
rather than the potentially destructive but less specific ‘flame’. The responsion 
between these two expressions may give added support to the interpretation of śocíḥ 
as an accusative in vs. 1; see discussion there. 
 
I.40 Brahmaṇaspati 
 
I.40.3: The sense of the hapax paṅktírādhas- ‘whose gifts come in fives’ is 
unexplained. It may of course be some ritual reference (and the range of available 
explanations tends in that direction), but I suggest that it might be a reference to the 
fingers and mean that gifts come by the handful, that is, abundantly. 
 
I.40.6: The ca in c is subordinating, as the verbal accent shows (pratháryathā). See 
Klein: DGRV I.240. 
 
I.40.7: Although the standard tr. take antarvā́vat as referring to territory “in between” 
(e.g., Ge “das dazwischen liegende (Land)”), I follow Schmidt’s (B+I, 102) 
suggestion that it is a pleonastically marked variant of antárvant- ‘pregnant’, an 
interpretation that works nicely with the following verse. Although my translation 
implies that antarvā́vat modifies kṣáyam, this cannot be true because kṣáya- is masc. 
My rendering is an abbreviated form of “made his dwelling place into (something) 
pregnant” (cf. Schmidt “seinen Wohnsitz hat er zu etwas gemacht, das … schwanger 
ist”). Where I differ from Schmidt (and some others) is in the interpr. of pastyā̀bhiḥ 
in pāda c. Opinion is split over whether this stem (and pastyà-) means ‘stream’ or 
‘dwelling place’, and Schmidt goes with the former. Although that meaning works 
well in this passage --  Schmidt takes pāda d as meaning “pregnant (with streams),” 
that is, well-watered -- on balance the ‘dwelling place’ interpretation fits more 
contexts better. 
 
I.40.8: Most tr. (including Schmidt) render pṛñcītá with the anodyne ‘increase’, but 
úpa √pṛc is a sexual idiom (‘inseminate’ < ‘engorge’; see, e.g., VI.28.8). The accent 



on this verb probably results from its adjacency to accented hánti (on which see, HO 
and JSK – reff.). 
 Note the gapping out of compound in the contrastive phrase mahādhané … 
árbhe “when there is a large stake or a small,” where the independent loc. árbhe is 
functionally parallel to the 1st compound member mahā-. 
 
I.41 Ādityas 
 
I.41.4: The voc. ādityāsaḥ was omitted from the tr. “O Ādityas” should be added at 
the end of the first line. 
 
I.41.8: The first two pādas have elicited a fair amount of discussion and disagreement. 
The questions are these: 1) What is the nuance of práti √vac and, in particular, what 
is the function of the accusative construed with it? 2) Are ghnántam, śápantam, and 
devayántam parallel accusatives, or is there a dependency relationship among them? 
Ge (/WG) take devayántam as the object of ghnántam and śápantam (Ge “der den 
Gottergebenen schlägt oder flucht”), while Re (EVP V) and Old consider the three 
accusatives parallel, with the first two given as negative examples, the third one as a 
positive one. Although I think the latter view is correct, I do not follow these scholars 
in their assessment of the function of the accusative with práti √vac: both take it as 
the topic spoken about (as opposed to Ge and WG). However, though práti is rare 
with vac (one other occurrence in the RV, VIII.100.5, non-diagnostic because it is 
not construed with an accusative there), when that preverb appears with other verbs 
of speaking (√vad, brū, ah), the complement identifies the person spoken to, not the 
contents of the speech. I therefore take the clause to mean that “I” will not bother to 
answer back to a man who behaves badly, either physically (ghnántam) or verbally 
(śápantam), though I would to a godly man. The parenthetical “as if” could be 
omitted here, as ET points out. With devayántam freed from its potential as object of 
the first two participles, they can instead take vaḥ ‘you’ as their object (though 
admittedly how a mortal can “smite” the Ādityas is a bit unclear).  
 
I.42 Pūṣan 
 
I.42.1: Note the regularly contrasting preverbs sám and ví opening the first two pādas. 
 Though Re and, judging from his tr., Ge take sákṣvā to √sac ‘accompany’, 
following Gr., according to Narten (265 and n. 834, and already so in BR, Whitney’s 
Roots, etc.) it belongs with √sah ‘conquer’. That prá √sah is fairly common in the 
RV (including nominal compounds) while prá √sac occurs only once [jpb cites Brick 
2002 for this; what is it?] may support this root assignment. I am, however, 
disturbed by the position of the preverb and its accompanying enclitic pronoun naḥ: 
the collocation looks like the start of a new clause. I wonder if we don’t in fact have 
two imperative clauses here, the second with a gapped ihi. Cf. VIII.17.9 índra préhi 
purás tvám. My translation “go forth … to victory” reflects this possible 
interpretation. 



 
I.42.4: tápuṣi- is attested only twice elsewhere, both times modifying hetí-, hence the 
supplied ‘weapon’ here. 
 
I.42.7-9: vidaḥ is formally an injunctive and therefore functionally multivalent. 
Hoffmann (1967: 263) is not certain that it has modal value, though most tr. (Ge, Re, 
WG) take it as an impv. (e.g., Ge “schaff hierfür Rat!”). The other question is 
whether the krátu- that Pūṣan is to find is his own or meant for us (e.g., Re “procure 
(nous)…”). I have chosen to take the injunctive not as an impv. but a future-oriented 
indicative and to interpret the krátu- as Pūṣan’s, not ours – the point being that Pūṣan 
will find the resolve at our sacrifice to fulfill the requests we make of him in the 
imperatives. However, the other possibilities sketched above are not excluded. 
 
I.42.8: My “with” tr. of pāda b obscures what I think the grammatical structure is. 
Pace Gr and Old, navajvārá- should not be a bahuvrīhi, on accentual grounds, but 
rather a karmadhāraya ‘new suffering’. The question is what relationship its pāda 
bears to the previous one. Re’s suppressed purpose clause (or so his supplied “qu’il 
n’y ait” suggests) may be the best possibility syntactically. If we simply assume an 
imperatival “let there not be …” (so Maurer, sim. WG “nicht (sei uns)…”), parallel 
to pāda a, we should expect mā,́ not ná as the negative. It may be, however, that 
existential prohibitives (of the “let there not be” type) are blocked, because the root 
√as ‘be’ does not build an aorist and also lacks injunctive present forms, although 
functionally similar mā́ bhūt does occur. I have not found a discussion of this issue in 
Hoffmann 1967, but I may have missed it. 
 
I.42.9: Though most of the verbs represented in this catalogue of imperatives 
normally take objects, the rhetorical point of this listing is the stark abruptness, and 
the inclusion of an object (udáram ‘belly’) with the final verb lays particular stress 
on this last desire expressed, to eat one’s fill. 
 
I.43 Rudra and Soma 
 
I.43.1: Tr. of vocéma repeated for clarity. 
 
I.43.2-3: It is striking that Aditi and her two most illustrious sons, Mitra and Varuṇa, 
are depicted as closely connected with Rudra. It is not entirely clear why, though 
perhaps it is simply an attempt in this relentlessly upbeat hymn to associate Rudra, 
who can be viewed ambivalently, with these powerful and positive figures. 
 
I.43.4: jálāṣa- is “of unclear meaning” (so EWA s.v.) and shows non-Indo-Aryan 
phonology. In the RV it occurs twice independently and twice in this compound 
jálāṣabheṣaja- (and one of its independent occurrences is adjacent to bheṣajá-), 
always in association with Rudra. The translation ‘healing’ (see also Kuiper, Aryans 
25-26, 46) therefore makes contextual sense, despite the lack of etymological support. 



 
I.43.5: A verse-length relative clause, which can be construed either with vs. 4 (so 
Ge) or, by my preference, with vs. 6 (so also Re, WG). There is no strong evidence 
either way, however. 
 
I.43.6: Global ref. to human kind as “men and women” is vanishingly rare in the RV. 
I know only one other potential case, the identical dative phrase in VIII.77.8, though 
it has a more restricted sense in that passage. 
 
I.43.8: Although juhuranta and related forms are assigned to the root √hṛ ‘be angry’ 
by Insler (1968: 219ff.), an assignment accepted by Mayrhofer (EWA s.v. HARI), 
such a meaning simply doesn’t make sense in this passage, and so I take the form to 
√hvṛ ‘go crookedly, go amiss’. The phonology is perfectly apt: with a zero-grade 
having vocalic u and consonantal r before vowel, despite the metathesized zero-grade 
hru found in some forms. 
 
I.43.9: The construction of the various parts of this rhetorically ambitious verse is not 
entirely clear, and various tr. make various choices. (In addition to the standard ones, 
see Lüders [Ṛta: 231–32] and Hoffmann [1967: 260].) I take amṛt́asya as modifying 
te, rather than construing it with prajāḥ́ (as, e.g., Ge does). I consider the two 
locatives, párasmin dhā́man ṛtásya and nā́bhā, to be parallel and to express the two 
geographically opposed places where Soma will be searching: highest heaven and the 
navel of the earth (supplying pṛthivyāḥ́ with nā́bhā as often). The larger meaning of 
this verse is addressed in the intro. 
 
I.44-49: For illuminating remarks on the rhetorical and grammatical connections 
among these hymns, see Jesse Lundquist XXX. 
 
I.44 Agni 
 
I.44.1: On the locatival –ar in uṣarbúdh-, see Lundquist XXX. 
 
I.44.2: sajū́s-, opening pāda c and here rendered ‘jointly’, is etymologically related to 
júṣṭa- ‘enjoyable, delightful’, which opens the verse, and the poet clearly recognizes 
the connection. A tr. “in joint enjoyment with…” seems too heavy, however. 
 
I.44.3: Our interpretation of bhāṛ́jīka- we owe to Thieme (Unters. 40 n. 2; see EWA 
s.v. ṛjīka-). 
 adhvaraśrī-́. Pace Gr, Old (SBE) Ge (/WG), I very much doubt that -śrī-́ in 
this compound (or others) has transitive value: ‘das Opferfest verschönend’. For 
extensive disc. see Scar (545-46), who lays out a number of interpretive possibilities 
but seems to lean towards the one I also favor. (So also Re.) 
 Related to the analysis of this compound is the interpretation of yajñā́nām 
adhvara-. Ge (WG) take the former as dependent on the latter (clearest in WG “der 



die Opferhandlungen der Opfer verschönt”), but I think it more likely that the two 
nouns are parallel and depend on –śrī-́, one as an independent gen., one as 1st 
compound member. So Re.; Scar adduces VIII.44.7 adhvarāṇ́ām abhiśríyam, with an 
independent gen. of adhvará-, which supports this analysis. 
 
I.44.4: The initial word of this verse, śreṣṭham is the superlative associated with śrī-́, 
the last word of the previous verse. A translation “glory … / Most glorious…” would 
have captured this connection. 
 
I.44.6: All standard tr. take suśáṃsa- in an active sense (e.g., Ge “der …Schönes 
sagt”) with the singer the recipient of Agni’s good speech. Certainly when applied to 
mortals, this has to be the sense, but when applied to gods I take the adj. in passive 
sense ‘good to proclaim/laud’, with here the singer in the dat. (gṛṇaté) as the agent of 
the praising. 
 
I.44.7: The very common epithet viśvávedas-, used especially of Agni, has a potential 
double sense in all its occurrences: ‘possesing all possessions’ and ‘possessing all 
knowledge’. In fact, although the latter is generally favored in RV translations, the 
former may be the more stable sense, in that its 2nd member védas- is widespread in 
the meaning ‘possession, property’, but not found as a simplex in the meaning 
‘knowledge’. The parallel formation jātavedas- (see above, vs. 4) has a similar 
problem. Though generally rendered as ‘who has knowledge of the beings’ it could 
as well mean ‘who has possession of the beings’. Since jātávedas- seems to have 
become more opaque to its users than viśvávedas-, which does often (?) participate in 
its context, we do not translate jātávedas-.  
 
I.44.8: Pāda a, with the list of gods in the accusative, is an expansion of devā́n in 7d. 
Though b begins with a god’s name in the acc. (agním), this is to be construed with 
the following pādas. 
 
I.44.9: As with vs. 4, the beginning of this verse connects with the final word of the 
previous one: 8d … svadhvara ‘o you of good ceremony’ / 9a … adhvarāṇ́am ‘of the 
ceremonies’. 
 svardṛś́- is a difficult word, with multiple interpretations. See Scar (pp. 234-
39) for discussion of the various possibilities, though his favored one (“das 
Sonnenlicht sehend”) seems to us the less common, since the adj. generally modifies 
gods. We generally take it as meaning ‘having the look/appearance of the sun’, that is 
‘looking like the sun’, but occasionally as ‘having the sight of the sun’, that is, 
‘seeing the sun’. Interpretations like Ge’s “deren Auge die Sonne ist” are unlikely 
because dṛś́- is not ‘eye’. See Re (EVP XII.81). In this particular passage, it is 
possible that ‘seeing the sun’ might also be appropriate, as anticipating the 
description of Agni in the next vs. (10b) viśvádarśata- ‘visible to all’. In other words, 
the gods in 9 “see the sun” and in 10 Agni, often homologized to the sun, is 
something that everyone sees. 



 
I.44.10, 12: In my opinion, purohitá-, though preserving its literal meaning ‘set in 
front’, also already refers technically to a priestly office, the figure later known as 
the Purohita. Agni is called purohitá- both because he is literally ‘set in front’, that is, 
moved to the east to serve as the offering fire (later called the Āhavanīya), and 
because he serves as priest. JPB, however, does not believe that the word has 
developed this technical meaning in the RV. See esp. his 2004 “Bráhman, Brahmán, 
and Sacrificer,” in Griffiths and Houben, eds., The Vedas: Texts, Language & Ritual: 
Proceedings of the Third International Vedic Workshop, Leiden 2002, 325-44. 
 
I.44.10: As just noted, this verse also shares lexicon with the previous one: 9d X-dṛś́-, 
10b X-darśata-. 
 “Rich in radiance” is a less clumsy alternative for a literal rendering of the 
bahuvrīhi vibhā-́vasu- ‘whose goods are radiance’. 
 
I.44.11: Another lexical reminiscence across verses: 10d ..mā́nuṣaḥ ‘descendant of 
Manu’ and 11c manuṣvát ‘like Manu’. As with the other examples, it is the last word 
of the previous verse that is matched in the next. 
 
I.44.12: Again, lexical echo, though in this case it’s the next-to-last word of the 
preceding verse: 11d dūtám / 12b dūtyàm. 
 Note the synaesthesia in the second hemistich, with the sounds of the river’s 
waves compared to the flashing of fire. The gen. agnéḥ here is a common noun 
referring to the substance fire, not to the god. Its parallelism with síndhoḥ, also pāda-
initial, helps ground this usage. 
 
I.44.13-14: The emphasis on hearing in these verses is continued in the next hymn 
(vss. 2–3, 5, 7).  
 
I.44.13: váhni- is usually ‘conveyor’, but here the gods cannot be conveying Agni, 
and the word seems to be quite loosely connected with the notion of conveyance. My 
‘passengers’ is probably pushing it beyond where it should go. 
 
I.44.14: The final pāda makes a little ring with 2c. 
 
I.45 Agni 
 The theme of “hearing,” found also in the last two verses of I.44, is further 
explored here, with its complement, the “call” that the gods should hear. 
 
I.45.1: My understanding of the structure of this verse is quite different from the 
consensus, which takes yájā of 1c as a 2nd sg. imperative, addressed to Agni, 
governing all the accusatives in the verse (“sacrifice to the Vasus…”). I instead take 
yajā as 1st sg. subjunctive, governing only the accusatives of the 2nd hemistich, and 
supply ā́ vaha ‘bring here’ from 2d to govern those in the 1st hemistich. (This is 



supported by the fact that tráyastriṃśatam ‘three and thirty’ in 2d is a virtual 
shorthand for 1ab vásūn … rudrām̐ ādityā́m̐ utá, the three divisions of the gods, 
adding up to 33).  
 Despite the extra machinery, I think my interpretation better accounts for the 
contrast between the accusatives in ab and cd: the first set names the large generic 
groups of gods expected to attend the sacrifice, brought by Agni. The accusatives in 
the second set do not fit this category; in fact, their most likely referent is Agni 
himself: svadhvará- ‘of good ceremony’ is primarily and characteristically applied to 
Agni, including in the previous hymn (I.44.8, a hymn that insistently associates Agni 
with the adhvará- in 2b, 3d, 9a; see also 4c of this hymn), and mánujāta- ‘born of 
Manu’ cannot be applied to other gods, but is appropriate to Agni; see mā́nuṣa- 
‘descendant of Manu’ in the previous hymn (10d) and also used elsewhere of Agni, 
as well as passages like VII.2.3 ... agním mánunā sámiddham “… Agni, kindled by 
Manu.” It’s true that ghṛtaprúṣ- ‘ghee-sprinkling’ is not a particularly Agnian epithet, 
though it could work if a passive interpretation of the root noun pruṣ- is allowed 
(‘ghee-sprinkled’; cf. I.58.2), and that jána- is somewhat awkward as a designation 
of Agni (see my uneasy ‘being’).  
 Still, the standard interpretation of the verse is more awkward: if the 
accusatives in cd are held to refer to the gods (“the divine race”; see 10a daívyaṃ 
jánam), they are described by adjectives that ill befit them; if Agni is held to be their 
referent (as supported by the above arguments), then the verse calls upon Agni to 
sacrifice to himself; if the accusatives refer to the human race, then the verse calls 
upon Agni to sacrifice to humans, which is entirely contrary to the Vedic model of 
sacrifice. By separating the two halves of the verse into different clauses and by 
interpreting yájā as a 1st singular, I account for the different referent types of the two 
sets of accusatives and avoid having Agni sacrifice to himself by providing another 
agent for the verb in cd. 
 
I.45.4: máhikeru- is a hapax of unclear meaning. Mayrhofer (EWA s.v. máhikeru- 
and céru-) plausibly suggests a connection with √ci ‘observe, take note’; so also Old. 
Its apparent structural similarity to mahivrata in 3c might invite a complementary 
semantic analysis. 
 The etymological figure śukréṇa śocíṣā is not rendered so in English because 
“blazing blaze” strikes me as limp. 
 
I.45.8: Note the phonetic figure in c: br̥hád bhā ́bíbhrato havír, playing with b, bh, 
and h; ṛ and r.  
 Most tr. take bṛhád bhāḥ́ ‘lofty light’ as coreferential with tvā (=Agni), not as 
object of bíbhrataḥ, parallel with havíḥ. This in some ways makes better sense, 
though the word order weakly favors my tr. Old (SBE) also takes the phrase as the 
obj. of bíbhrataḥ and adduces a telling parallel, IV.5.1 kathā́ dāśemāgnáye bṛhád 
bhāḥ́, where the phrase is emphatically not coreferential with Agni. 
 



I.45.10: I tr. sudānavaḥ as “you of good drops,” rather than “of good gifts,” which is 
always also possible for this ambiguous stem, because of “the Maruts of good drops” 
(marútaḥ sudā́navaḥ) who ended the previous hymn (44.14) in the same structural 
position. But as a general descriptor of the gods in this verse it might be better as “of 
good gifts.” 
 
[I.46-47 JPB] 
 
I.48 Dawn 
 
I.48.1: The voc. uṣaḥ was carelessly omitted in the published tr. 
 
I.48.2: The pāda break favors taking bhū́ri with the verb, as most do (e.g., Ge “geben 
sie sich viele Mühe”), but semantically it goes better with pāda a. Cf. expressions 
like bhū́ri te vásu (I.81.2, 6, VIII.32.8), bhū́ri vā́mam (I.124.12, VI.71.4), and esp. 
bhū́ri … saúbhagam in 9c below. 
 On sūnṛt́ā- as ‘liberality, liberal (gifts)’, see Re’s discussion here (EVP III.17), 
summarizing previous work.   
 
I.48.3: Most tr. take jīrā ́as agentive with an objective genitive (e.g., Ge “die Wagen 
in Bewegung setzend”), but I think this unlikely because it would be the only such 
usage of jīrá-. (gó-jīra- in IX.110.3 is sometimes so interpreted [Ge ‘die Kühe 
zutreibend’] but need not be.) Although not taking jīrā ́as transitive leaves ráthānām 
without any clear governing word, that seems preferable to claiming a unique value 
for jīrá- in this passage. That Dawn may be “the lady of the chariots” is also 
suggested by her hundred chariots in 7c. 
 The referent of yé in c and the affiliation of that rel. cl. are disputed. Ge takes 
the rel. pronoun as referring to the ráthānām of b. This has the merit of associating 
the rel. with an adjacent noun in the proper number and gender and keeping the 
relative clause syntactically confined to the verse in which it appears. However, it 
affords these chariots more agency and significance than I think they deserve. Instead, 
the rel. cl. of cd seems to group more naturally with the identically structured yé 
clause in 4ab, which also has a 3rd pl. presential reflexive verb preceded by a loc. pl. 
and also contains a genitive referrring to Dawn. The two clauses also begin with a 
metrically irregular 11-syllable pāda with a rest right before the caesura, an 
irregularity that also speaks for their association. This pair of relative clauses are 
resolved by the main clause in 4cd. Such an enjambed structure is characteristic of 
pragāthas. (Re also take the two verses this way.) 
 Then there is the question of the meaning of dadhriré. It belongs to the root 
√dhṛ ‘hold, support’, and in this (rare) middle usage seems to have reflexive value 
‘hold oneself’/’hold oneself fast’, with the possible pregnant sense ‘hold oneself 
ready’ (so Re, WG, Ge n.). I take it as having slightly different meanings in simile 
and frame (a favored poetic strategy of Vedic bards). In the simile it depicts sailors 
(or some sort of boatsmen) standing firm against the rigors of the voyage, whereas in 



the frame the subjects (who are identified in the parallel rel. clause of 4ab as patrons) 
hold themselves ready to give, an action that is also the topic of that parallel rel. 
clause. In fact, one could almost construe (or supply) the dānā́ya of 4b with dadhriré 
as well as with its own clause. 
 
I.48.4: This verse is somewhat oddly constructed, especially the distribution of 
elements in cd. The opening of c, átrā́ha tád, seems overburdened with functionless 
elements, esp. the tád, which has no obvious referent. As it turns out, this opening is 
found elsewhere (I.135.8, 154.6), with a likewise referent-less tád. I therefore assume 
that the tád here emphasizes the temporal/logical átra. Then we find two gen. plurals, 
eṣām and nṝṇā́m, separated from each other, but probably ultimately coreferential. I 
assume that enclitic eṣām serves as the corelative for yé in pāda a (though we might 
expect téṣām) and that the unusually heavy opening of the pāda has bumped it into 
pseudo-second position after the first real word of the clause, káṇvaḥ. But until we 
understand more about the interaction of the placement of these various elements, 
this is simply an after-the-fact description. It should be noted that eṣām does not 
show the standard Wackernagel’s Position behavior (modified 2nd position) that we 
might expect from an enclitic, and in particular has a tendency to take final position. 
The nṝṇā́m at the end of the verse simply doubles and further specifies eṣām. I have 
tr. nā́ma twice, for ease of English. 
  
I.48.6: The first pāda depicts the usual effect of Dawn – sending all creatures on their 
daily business. 
 ódatī: Though this form appears to be a fem. pres. participle to a Class I 
present (also in its other occurrence VIII.69.2), such an analysis is formally 
troublesome, because the feminine stem is weak (-at-ī), though a strong suffix is 
expected in Class I (e.g., bhávantī-). Moreover, there are no other forms to the 
putative present *ódati; the standard present is nasal-infix unátti with transitive value. 
And ódatī- lacks participial sense: it simply means ‘wet’. It thus seems best to take it 
as a non-participial –ant- adjective (as járant- is often interpreted). It is worth noting 
that Whitney (Roots) classifies it as a primary derivative of the root and gives no 
Class I present and that Gotō makes no mention of it in his monograph on Class I. 
 As for its meaning here, it is used simultaneously in two senses: the literal one, 
‘wet’, referring to the dew characteristic of early morning, and ‘lubricious’, referring 
to Dawn’s notorious hyperfeminine and sexual qualities, also reflected in 5ab yóṣeva 
… prabhuñjatī́ “giving delight like a maiden.” 
 vājínīvant- (also vājínī-vasu-). This fairly common adjective is obviously a 
derivative of extremely well-attested vājín- ‘prize-winning (horse)’, itself a 
possessive adjective formed to vā́ja- ‘prize’. The usual tr.of vājínīvant- are rather 
attenuated — Gr ‘gabenreich’, Ge (here) ‘du Reichbelohnende’, Debrunner (AiG II.2. 
875) ’gabennreich’ — or render it as if it were identical to vā́ja-vant-; so Re. (here) 
‘porteuse des prix de victoire’, WG ‘du Rennpreisbesitzende’. By contrast, we feel 
that both the apparent feminine vājínī and the second possessive suffix (-vant- in 
addition to –in-) should be noted and we interpret the stem as meaning ‘possessing 



prize-winning mares’. The –vant-stem is esp. characteristic of Dawn and other 
female figures (e.g., Sarasvatī), who might be expected to have female animals; 
though vāj ́inī-vasu- is almost entirely confined to the Aśvins, those gods are very 
closely associated with Dawn. Debrunner (AiG II.2.409) instead ascribes the –ī- to 
“Erweiterung durch –ī- nach Analogie anderer Wörter,” but doesn’t in this case 
suggest what other word(s) might be involved. 
 
I.48.9: The standard tr. take the injunctive uchat as a modal (Ge “soll … hinweg 
leuchten”), but since this verb is parallel to a presential perfect nānāma (so Kü 278-
79, pace WG “hat sich … gebeut”) and a pres. indic. kṛṇoti, I see no reason to ascribe 
modal value to uchat. 
 
I.48.10: The publ. tr. “with your lofty chariot … heed our call” implies that the 
chariot is the instrument of her hearing. This was not the intent: the chariot is simply 
one of her attributes. 
 
I.48.11: sukṛt́aḥ is multiply ambiguous. Though it literally means ‘doing/performing 
well’ / ‘of good action’, it is ordinarily specialized for performing the sacrifice well 
and refers to the human actors in the ritual. However, it can also on occasion be used 
of gods (e.g., X.63.9). In this passage most tr. take it as a gen. sg. referring to the 
sacrificer and dependent on adhvarā́n (e.g., Ge “zu den Opfern des Frommen”). 
However, this leaves ā́ vaha without an object. I therefore read sukṛt́aḥ as acc. pl., 
and in fact I read it so twice — once as obj. of ā́ vaha and referring to gods (so also 
Gr) and once as the goal of ā́ vaha and referring to the mortal sacrificers. The first 
reading seems confirmed by the first pāda of the next verse, 12a, which “repairs” the 
less clear expression with víśvān devām̐ ā́ vaha, using the same verb. The second 
reading, referring to the sacrificers, allows the yé of 11d to have an antecedent of the 
right grammatical number. It would of course be possible to take sukṛt́aḥ only once, 
as referring to the gods, assuming the gapping of a pronominal antecedent to yé, but 
this loses the neat equation of gods and sacrificers. 
 
I.48.14: The relative clause of ab (lit. “which previous seers …” yé … ṛ́ṣayaḥ 
pū́rve…) has no explicit referent in the main clause, but implicit is the notion that our 
praises should receive the same favorable response from Dawn as theirs did, so there 
is a suppressed gen. pl. téṣām or the like. The other passage containing the 3rd pl. mid. 
pf. juhūré (VIII.8.6) is constructed almost identically to this one, though in dimeter 
meter, with a similar implicit understanding of the relation between subordinate cl. 
and main cl.  
 
I.49 Dawn 
 On this hymn and, especially, on its “versified sandhi paradigm” (in JL’s 
felicitous phrase) and the aberrant voc. uṣar (4c), see Lundquist XXX. The 
appearance of this entirely anomalous form in the final verse of Praskaṇva’s Dawn 
ritual series (I.44-49) defines this series as a type of ring: uṣar- as an –ar locatival 



occurred in the first verse of the series (I.44.1) in the compound uṣar-budh- ‘waking 
at dawn’. 
 The hymn itself has a simple ring structure: bhadrébhiḥ in 1a (with which 
‘rays’ is supplied on the basis of I.48.13) matches ráśmibhiḥ in 4a, rocanā́t in 1b 
matches rocanám in 4b, while the genitive diváḥ of 1b anticipated in 3d. 
 
I.49.1: aruṇápsu- ‘of reddish breath’ is owing to Thieme (Fs. Schubring). See EWA 
s.v. psu. 
 
I.50 Sūrya 
 Although this is the last hymn in the Praskaṇva group (I.44-50), it does not 
belong directly with the preceding hymns, which are clearly grouped in pairs and 
belong to the Prātaranuvāka litany. 
 
I.50.3: I separate pādas a and b and supply a verb of extension with b. Most tr. take 
ádṛśram as the main verb of the whole verse. Although my interpretation requires 
more machinery, it takes account of the fact that ví is vanishingly rare with the root 
√dṛś (though it must be admitted that there’s an example in the nearby Praskaṇva 
hymn I.46.11), while it is common with roots like √tan ‘stretch’, which also appears 
regularly with raśmí-. Cf. X.129.5 vítato raśmíḥ. However, the standard tr. is 
certainly possible. ET also suggests that since ví is fairly common with √bhrāj, that 
might be the verb to understand with bc: “… his rays flashing widely through the 
peoples like fires.” Of course, ordinarily participles with preverbs are univerbated, 
but not always. 
 
I.50.4: I don't understand Ge’s “pünktlich” for taráṇiḥ, which does not seem to 
reflect any of the possible meanings of √tṛ ‘cross over, surpass, etc.’. Here the idea is 
clearly that the Sun crosses the sky. 
 
I.50.6: The first mention of any divine being but the Sun. The question here is 
whether we have two additional gods or one. The two vocatives pāvaka and varuṇa 
are in two different pādas (a, c), and the former is almost exclusively used elsewhere 
of Agni. However, already in the hymn (vs. 1) another standard epithet of Agni, 
jātávedas-, has been applied to a different god (Sūrya), and so it may be that aspects 
of Agni, an alter ego of the Sun in some sense, are being distributed to other gods in 
this hymn. Moreover, the sun is regularly considered Varuṇa’s eye, but not, I think, 
Agni’s. Re, however, takes pāvaka as Agni. 
 The other question is the identity of the “bustling one” (bhuraṇyánt-). The 
root √bhur and its derivatives are sometimes used of Agni and this referent is 
possible here, but I think it more likely that it refers to the human ritualist, who is 
active at the dawn sacrifice. 
 
I.50.8–9: I assume that the seven mares of vs. 8 are the same as the sleek daughters 
(śundhyúvaḥ … naptyàḥ) (or granddaughters) of the chariot, but I do not know why 



the rare word naptī-́ is used of them. Thieme (KlSch: 220), on the basis of 
śundhyúvaḥ, thinks they are wild geese (“…hat sich sieben Wildgänse als Tochter 
des Wagens angeschirrt”), but this seems to introduce an unnecessary complication 
since śundhyú- can be taken in its literal meaning. 
 
I.50.8: The reassignment of Agni epithets continues in this verse: śocíṣkeśa- ‘flame-
haired’ is otherwise only of Agni. 
 
I.50.9: sū́raḥ: Although most take this as nom. sg. (Gr, Ge, Th, Lü), Re makes a good 
case for it as gen. sg. (followed, it seems, by WG), also adducing V.31.11 sū́raś cid 
rátham. 
 
I.50.12: ET comments “1.50.12 is AVS 1.22.4, AVP 1.28.4, the final verse of 4-verse 
compositions for getting rid of jaundice. However, it's interesting that in both AV 
recensions the first verse refers to the sun, but it's not the same as RV 1.50.11. The 
RV seems to have a tṛca which incorporates the verse that appears as 1.50.12 
whereas Atacks it on to a different tṛca. On the other hand, the 1st pl verb forms are 
jarring in RV 1.50.12, but in the AV they harmonise with other 1st pls.” This formal 
and structural argument suggests that the verse was taken over from Atharvan 
context, a possibility that its contents also support. 
 


